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This final report covers the work performed by General Dynalnics
Convair Division und_r NASA Contract NASS-11181, "_tudy of Stability
of Unpress_rized Shell Structures Under ,Static Loading." The prim.ary
intent of this study was to employ orthotropic shell theory to develop
practical working tools for tt_e prediction of instabilJty in stiffened
circular cylindrical shells subjected to axial compression. Empi_sis
iz on approximate analysis techniques to be used in preliminary sizing,
rouge checking, and the study of trends. Methods fop the more stringent
requirements of final analysis are also discussed and a digital co,nputer
program is provided for such applications. In addition to considering
the overall buckling strerxth of the ,__tiffened shel', curves are also
presented for predicting the buckling of curved isotropic skin panels
such as tho_e found between stiffening elements. The report is divided
into two distinct parts. Part I furnishes the theoretical and empirical
foundations for the proposed _ethods while Part II gives concise pro-
cedure:_ for the practical application of th:se methods°
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GLOS.S.i,_Y
Buckling of Isotropic Skin P:lnel - The initial buckling of the mow>-
lithic skin whose bound_rie,_ are formed by tile longitu,lin;ll an(i/or
circumferential ,-;tiffeners. Bucklina of the wall of unstiffened
cylinders i q a special in:_tance of titis [,lode of instability.
Locll Buckling of Longitudinal Stiffener(Stringer) - 'the initi,-tl
buckling of any leg or arc length of the cross-sectional shape of a
longitudin,ll stiffenel (stringer). initial buckling of the out_tan_iin_
fl,,nge of a _-section stringer is an exa;nple of this mode of instability.
Crippling of Longitudin:_l Stiff_ner (Stringer) - The final ultim,|te com-
pressiw: f,_ilure of a longitudinal stiffener which ha,q a .shaped cross
sectio:_ and is given sufficient support to prevent panel instability.
The :',ripplint7 stress is the ultimate average stress for .quch _ _trin,_er.
F:lnel Instability" - This _node of inst-_h_li*v.,,.-. ._ ,,,_,'_ni¢"_*_;..,_ itself tl_ a
bowing of the longitvdinal stiffeners (stringers) into :_ne or mot(, long-
itudinal half-waves ,,_ shown in Figure 1. l'he length of th,, half-w,_ve
_xial
Load
_Buckled Confiffuration\
Circumferential _Stringer Confieuration
"itiffeners (Frames) Just Prior to Buckling
Axis of Revolution
Figure I - Panel [nstabilit_
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must not exceed the spacing between the circumferential stiffeners
(frames). The frames do not p_lrticipate in the radial bulging of the
buckle pattern. This mode of instability may or may not be preceded
by buckling of the isotropic skin panels and/or local buckling of the
stringers. The identification "Panel Instability w' is somewhat of a
misnomer since this terminology could easily lead one to the erroneous
conclusion that reference is being made to the mode which is identified
above as "Buckling of Iaotropic Skin Panel." A more suitable title could
be selected but in the interest of maintaining consistency with the
nomenclature usually found in the literature1 the "Panel Instability"
label has been retained in this report.
General Instability - This [node of instability involves the simultaneous
radial displacement of both the longitudinal and circumferential stiffeners
(stringers and frames). As shown in Figure 2, the axial half-wavelength
]-Stringer Configuration
Just Prior to Buckling
B on_ Load
uckled Configurati
z--Circumferential Stiffeners (Frames)
Axis of Revolution
Figure 2 - General Instabilit_
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of the buckle pattern exceeds the s_acing between fr;,,nes. Thi_
phenomenon may or may not be preceded by buckling of the isotro_)ic
skin panels and/or local buckling of the _tringers.
:_tiffener Eccentricity - This is an internal structural ch;_racteristic
which results from non-symmetry of the local cross section of the shell
wall. The non-symmetry can be due to locating a stiffener on either
the inside or outside surface of the basic shell skin.
End Moment - This is an external ch._racteristic associated with the
boundary load system. It can arise out of the introduction of long-
itudinal end load along a line of action which does not pass throu,;h
the centroid of the skin-stringer combination.
Stress Resultants - The six quantities Nx, Ny, Nxy , Nyx_ _x,,tnd "_y
obtained by integration of the infinitesimal loads over the co::;posite
shell wall (including skin and stiffeners), and the four :iuantities
Mx, My, Hxy , ._nd bly x obtained by integration over the composite shell
wail (including skin :md stiffeners) of the infinitesimal moments with
respect to an arbitrary reference surface. The force stress result_n:s
_re expressed in units of force per unit length (lbs/in for example)
while the moment stress resultants 1re expressed in units of moment
per unit length (in-lbs/in for example).
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Shell (or Shell Wall) - Throughout this report, repeated u_e is made
of the terms "shell" and "shell wall". These terms are not meant to refer
only to tile basic cylindrical skin of the stiffened structure. They refer
to the entire composite stiffener-skin combination. Whenever it is
desired that reference be made solely to the basic monocoque cylinder
which the stiffeners augment, the word "skin" _ill actually be included
in the identification.
Monocoque - This term comes from the French word meaning "shell only"
and is used here to identify these configurations which do not incorporate
any stiffening members (integral or non-integral). Note, however, that
a monocoque configuration can have orthotropic properties.
Anticlastic Bendin_ - Bending into a deflected shape for which principal
radii of curvature have opposite signs. Bending of an initially flat
pl;_te into a saddle shape is an example. In addition, for beams, the
t)oisson effect results in anticla_tic bending as depicted in F£gure 5.
t
f
/ _Deflection
Curve
\
\
\
\
\
S Deflection Curve
II L
Section A-A
FiKure 5 - hnticlastic Bendin_ of Beams
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The structural components of ,*ero._pace ve;_icles .ire usually
subjected to a wide assortment of loading condition._ which frequently
include loads of the following types:
(a) Ixial compression due to longitudinal acce]er:_ti<)n and/or
drag effects.
{b) Overall bending moment due to aerodynamic disturb;laces and/or
transverse inertia effects.
(c) Transverse shear due to aerodynamic disturb;_nces lind/or tr,_r,s-
verse inertia effects.
External pressure.(d)
\lthough dynamic phenomena are involved in some of the:_e loads, many
tel lied practical prot)leras can _e treated on the basis of e_uivalent
static loading, fhe particular types of lo:_ding cited here sh r(. :,
common characteristic in that e,_ch can cause a struct,_r;_l in_t,,bi_ity
to occur. .;uch an instability m:lnife._ts itself in the phenomenon
com aonly refo,'red to a:_ buckling. _ structure is said to bucRle vhen-
ever a small increase in the applied load results in disproportion_,tely
1,1rge deflections for re_,._ons other th:_n reduction in the slope of the
stress-str_lin curve for the material. This behavior c;m _niti,_te de-
formation processes which lead to total collapse of the _tr',,¢ture. _uch
failures often occur very r,_pidly with little or no adv;,nce warning.
Obviously, the engineer must be equipped _vith workable analytical tools
for the orediction of such conditions if he is to properly desi<n li':ht-
weight structures to support loads of the types enumer,lted above.
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in designing cylindrical shell structures fo_" aerospace applica-
'.ions, stability considerations will often lead to the use of stiffened
configurations. In the past, analysis of the stiffeners has frequently
been accomplished by neglecting the fact that they are actually components
of a shell which provides a variety of interacting restraints to deformation.
For example, in the dosign and analysis of longitudinal stiffeners
(stringers), it has commonly been assumed that only the so-called wide-
column strength can be attained. In the past few years, however,
attention has been directed to the need for a more realistic approach,
partly because of the prominent role which eccentricities have been found
to play in the buckling of stiffened cylinders. The importance of
eccentricity is shown in the experimental findings of references 1, 2,
5_and 4 which clearly demonstrate that longitudinally stiffened circular
cylindrical shells with external stringers can have _uch higher critical
compressive loads than other cylinders which are identical in all respects
except for locating the stringers on the inside of the basic shell '-in.
The only hope for an accurate analytical assessment of this phenomenon
rests in the application of shell theory to the problem. A similar
situation also exists with regard to cylindrical structures which are
subjected to end moments in combination with any of the loading conditions
li_ted earlier.
In addition to the foregoing points, it should also be noted here
i.hat engineers have long been faced with a need for improved methods for
the determination of circumferential stiffening requirements. Designing
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for the prevention of general instability in frame-strin<er con-
structions usually centers aroun,I the choice of suitable dim,;nsio,:ts
for the Frames. Over the years, a number of crude empiric,_l Ind rule-
of-thumb techniques have been employed for this _urtmse. 3uch pro-
ce(tures, u:_ed in conjunction with p:enero,,,s safety factors and extensive
proof testing, have proven adequate for most applicltions of the past.
tlowever, the requirements of the aerospace program become increasingly
more stringent and it is now required that an approach be taken which
properly identifies all the important v,,riables related to the problem
and provides a reasonably accurate numerical evaluation of their in-
fluences. Here again, one must resort to the use of shell theory to come
up with _uit,lble criteria.
The intent of this report is to provide the en<ineer with workable
analytic_ll tools for the prediction of instability in unpressurized,
stiffened, circulir cylinders, b_sed upon orthotropic shell theory.
In addition, methods are _iven for predicting buckling of the isotropic
skin i)_nels o. r such cylinders. In !_eneral, the emph_si_ is on .lpprox-
im_te techni(iue._ which are prim,,rily of u m in prelimin,_ry sizing, rou,,;h
checkin._', _tncl the study of trends. These techniques constitute simplifica-
tions _vlli. ch are not m-_;ant to provide f_nal detailed analy._is. The
simplification,s were necessary to restrict the desi,_n curves to a
rea_onat)le number _ind to re'cain a sufficient degree of clarity for the
GEN,;i_,_i. DYN\;IIES
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early phases of design and analysis. In particular, the approximnte
methods presented ignore the influences of several of the usually
le_s crucial ,stiffnesses inherent in the orthotropic shell. In
addiLion, a u pre_ented here, the simplified approach deals only with
ca:_e_ "ahich do not include any eccentricities or end moments. Itowever,
the approach could be extended to include eccentricity influences
without an undue amount of difficulty, p,articular]y in the case of
cylinders wtlich incorporate only longitudinal _tiffening. It should
be noted that the neglect of certain of the existing stiffnesses should
result in conservatively low prodictions of critical loads. This is
borne out in the test data comparisons shown in the report.
Although a clear need exists for simplified analysis methods
which minimize the degree of coml)L_c,,ting detail, it is likewise
rec,_gnized theft more rigorou:_ means must be provided for the final
,_naiysi_ _f selected configurations. He_hodn of this type are also
discussed in the report and recommend¢_tior, s are made concernin_ t}_eir
u_(_, t)r_e ()f these is a digital computer program which was developed
u_iug the orthotroi)ic shell solution of reference 5. This solution
includes the influences of both longitudinal and circumferential
stiffener eccentricities. The program provides a powerful tool
_hich shout,, enjoy a wide scope of application. The input and output
of the program are fully discussed to facilitate its ready use.
GENERAl, D'_ N._3AIICS
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The report is or_,nized into two :_ep,,rate part_, the first of
which presents the theoretic,ll and empirical foun4_tions teat form
the basin for the proposed mcthod_. P,_rt II then _ives (tet_li led
procedures for the application of the methods. These procedures are
pre_ented in :_uch a i-.anner that they may be employed without extensive
knowledge of the material in Part I . tlowever, for full appreci,ttion
of tile probiem and to be._t inte,pret the analysis, it i_ recommended
that, wherever possible, the user be familiar with the entire rer)ort.
._lthouk:h both the approximate and the more rigorou_ methods cited
in this report have general applicability to a wide va,_iety of stiffened
circular cylinders, it is anticip;lted that the mo_t import_lnt applica-
tion_ will be for the _ls_essmcnt of the capabilities of current ,_ero-
sp_,.ce vehicles and to the future design of large aerospace struct_lres
inc]|tdin_ those of the reu;_cable type.
GENER_,I_ I)YN\}IICS
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2.0 CONCLUSIONS
q
(a)
NASS-III_I h_tve l)f_en met.
fo!!_w,s:
All ob _ ctives set forth in 3xhibit A of NASA Contract
In broad terms, these objectives were _ls
(1) Ilsing the 5chapitz criterion [67*, develop buckling
cu,ves for curved isotropic skin panels subjected to
edge compression.
(2) Using orthotropic shell theery, develop buckling curves
and ;malysis me_hods for both panel instability and
_eneral [m_tability in ,_tiffened circul_r cylinders
subjected to axial compression.
(5) Fe_t the applicability of the developed methods by
c()nparing predictions against experimental data.
(b) The rn,,jor portion of the results from this study are in the
i(,,rm of si_ut)lified analysis methods for use in preliminary sizing_
rough checking, _lnd the study of trends. _ore rigorous methods are
,l_o prc_ented for detailed final analysis purposes. Both types of
sol,.,tions are essential to the design and development process.
(c) The criterion used for the determination of critical stresses
for the buckling of i:_otropic skin panels was adapted to include lower-
bo,,ud {),-ed.ctions in cases where the stringer sp_cings are large and
full-cylinder beh_,vior is approached. _s the panel size decreases
,,n(l flit-pl,_te behavior is approached, the test data show considerable
sc._tter on either side of the predicted values. Hence, caution must be
*Numbers i n br,_ckets r ,_, in the text denote references listed in
Sect ion I!).
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exercised in the interpret(_tion of prediction3 in this l;_tter regime.
}{owever, one should c:)nsider that, as flat-plate beh,ivior is approached,
the postbuckling load will increase and it might be possible to tolerate
initial buckling depending, of course, t,pon the particulir applic_ttion.
Further work is recommended to ilaprove the reliability of the predictions
in this area. This is discussed more fully in Section 4, "Recommend_ltions".
(d) The curves which have been developed for the buckling of
longitudinally stiffened circular cylinders provide const.rv,,tive pre-
dictions for their intended application to" configurati,)ns which h(ve
no eccentricity. The com_ervatism is due to the neglect of certain
_tiffnesses in the simplified theory employed. However, even this
_implified approach constitutes a significant advance over methods
which either neglect the shell-type redundancies or do not recognize
the influences manifested in the mini_i_ation factor N .
(e) tlthough a basically sound method has been proposed for the
determination of fixity factors, considerable uncertainty still remains
Jn connection with the computation of required sprin_ constants. Until
further work is accomplished to resolve this uncertainty, it is re-
co nmended that the value CF = 1.O be employed for the design of long-
itudinally _*iffened sections which lie between rin_s, kny further
,_or_ undertaken in this area should couple the ci,-cumferential width
(_f the anticip,lted buckle pattern i,,.tothe computation.
GEN:R_L DYN_IICS
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(f) "rhe curves which have been developed for the general in-
stability of stiffened circular cylinders _)rovide conserv__tive pre-
diction_ for their intended application to configurations which have
no eccentricitie_o The conserwitism is due to the neglect of cert_in
stit'fnesse._ in the simplified theory employed. However, even this
simplified approach accounts for many :.ore interacting influences than
does the so-called Shanley criterion [7 3, that has enjoyed widespread
popularity for over fifteen years.
(g) Lit Js concluded that the theory of monocoque orthotropic
shells can be successfully applied to predict the buckling of circular
cylinders with discrete longitudinal and/or circumferential stiffening
by me,trig of the "smearing-out" techni:tue, This involves the mathem_tical
artifice of converting the discrete stiffness values into equivalent
unifor'_nIy distributed stiffnesses. However_ certain precautions must
be t_ken as ._ointed out in the procedures presented in Part 1I _f this
report.
(h) It i._ possible to adapt monocoque orthotropic shell theory
to a wide v_rietv of stiffener configurations by properly computing the
_o-(all ,el ela._tic constants. For shaped longitudinal stiffener con-
figurati_.-,._ such as hats, Z's, et, c., it is important to account for the
po_._ibility thnt crippling might occur.
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(i) The meti_ods presented in this report can be readily extended
to analyze configurations which toler,te buckling of the isotropic skin
panels or local b_uckling of longitudinal stiffener:_ prior to the c,t:ls-
trophic modes of instability. In such instances, iterative comput,,tion._
are required which include effective width considerations and reduction
of the in-plane shear stiffness of the skin panels b_sed upon their
postbuckling characteristics.
(j) As one might intuitively expect, and as shown by test F8},
the buckling stress for corrugated cylinders which do not incoroor,,te
any intermediate circumferential stiffeners will often be essentially
equal to the Euler column value of an individual corrugation, the
accordion-like flexibility in the circumferential direction lainimizes
the shell-type restraint to buckling. Analytically, this situ_ltion m:_ni-
fests itself through a severe reduction in the mininlization factor N .
(k) The available test data for stiffened cylinders 4enernlly ere
obt;,ined from specimens which incorpor,te eccentricities. Since the
simplified analysis methods presented in this report apply only to c:_se_
with no eccentricity, auxiliary computations were required to assess the
magnitudes of eccentricity influences when making comp.lrisons of theoretic;_l
predictions versus the test data. From Lhis work, it i_ concl_,ded that
the eccentricities often play a dominant role in the buckling process.
Cle:_rly there is a need for the engineer to be equipped with work_,ble
techniques for the numerical evalu:_tion of this influence. [hi._ is dis-
cussed more fully in Section t, "Recommendations".
Convair Division
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(1) _lthough some of the design information presented in this
report is limited in application to a p,_rticul::lr material, there is
nothing inh,,rent in the proposed methods w!lich prohibits direct ex-
tension to other l,_lterials by proper choice of input m_tterial properties.
Simil ,rly, extension to elevated cr cryogenic temperature applic,ltions
can be readily accomplished by adjustment of these properties.
(m) The Thielemann equation which provides the basis for the
general instability analysis of this report [see e3uation (7-2)] was
evaluated for applicability to sandwich configurations. Based on results
obtained from the analysis of six arbitrary cylinder geometries, it is
concluded th,_t this equation essentially agrees with the classical small-
deflection theory of reference 9 whenever the transverse shear stiffness
of the core c:ln be assumed to be infinite. Since for practical :_andwich
c()nfigur,,tions this assumption will frequently be inappropriate_ the
rcf,.renced Thielemann equation will have very lin_ited application to this
type of construction° In addition_ the general instability design cur,tes
of Section 15.2 are based upon the simplifying assumption that certain
of the stiffnesses (D12 and D53) involved in the Thielemann equation
are each eqtial to zero. These particular stiffnesses will probably be
more crucial to sandwich configurations than they are to discretely
stiffened designs, ttence_ in general, neither equation (7-2) nor the
gen,'ral insta[)ility design curves of Section 15.2 sho_tld be considered
appl icO)le to _andwich construction°
10
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(n)
(1)
(2)
(5)
For external loading combin:_ti(,ns of
Axial compression ,ln(l shear
ixial compression and external pressure
Axial compression and pure bending
straight-line interaction curves having vertical and horizont:_l inter-
cepts of unity are given as a practical expendiency for prelimin_,ry
estimates. Unlike the practice follo_ved for isotropic cylinders, the
proper pre_entation of interaction effects for combinations (1) and (2)
above would require the use of multiple plots which are geometry dependent.
It appears that the recommended straight line wil: furnish a lower bound
to these families. For improved analysis of combination (2), a digital
computer program presented in the re;)ort should be used. This same program
may also be used to obtain interaction estimates for the case of a×ial coin-
pression and internal pressure. However, both in this instance and for
combination (2) above, one mu_t keep in mind that none of the methods of
this report account for the pre-buckling discontinuity-type deformations
which result from the presence of pressure differentials across the shell
wall.
(o) The influence of imperfections will usually be of less,r im-
portance to _tiffened cylinders than they are to monocoque c vlinder_.
Generally speaking, _tiffened configurations will have higher effective
[
wall thickness values so th:lt their (R/teff_ values will be lo,_c'r.\ /
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Nev(,_theless, considerable uncertainty still exists rel:ative to this
enti,-e ,tucstiozl. At tile present time, the best that can be done in
the way of obtaining a numerical assessment of the imperfection in-
fluence is to employ a correlation (knGck-down) factor derived op the
b;_sis of moaocoque test d_ta. This factor must be considered to be a
function of an(R/teff)variable.
(p) A reli_ble orthotropic cylinder analysis method is needed for
situations where the shell boundary restraint is other than classical
simple s,q)port. The method_ of this report employ an approxJm_te
engineering approach for evaluation of this effect.
12
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5.0 LIMITATIONS
lVherever neces._ary to _uard ag_in_t misuse of the methods presented,
attention is drawn to detailed limitations throughout the report. The
following constitutes a listing of only those limitations which have
broad iinplicttions:
(a) tll of the results presented in this report are based on s,.lll-
deflection theory. Imperfections are handled in an approximate manner by
means of a correlation (knock-down) factor derived on the basi_ of inono-
coque te_t data.
(b) In general_ pre-buckling bending deformations of the :shell wall
are not included in the analysis methods. Hence, in general, considera-
tion is not given to the effects of end mmnent and the non-cylintirical
deformations due to either pressure differentials or restr,iint to l>oisson -
ratio hoop growth. Although the digital computer progr:,m of reference 10
can account for pre-buckling bending defor_aations, it is presently too
highly specialized in applic._tion to be regarded as a genera[ working
tool.
(c) The analysis methods th_lt make u_e of the design curves _lre
simplified appro_ches which do not account for stiffener eccentricities.
The only means provided in this report for evaluation of eccentricity
influences is a digital computer program based on the solution of
reference 5.
(d) In accordance with the specific_tion of N:kSA Contract NAS_-I l l_l,
the design curves furnished for the compressive buckling of longitudinally
Convair Division
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stiffened circul,_r cylinders apply only to 7075-T6 aluminum alloy
cyl i riders.
(e) The de._ign curves furnished for both the compressive buckling
of longitudinally stiffened circular cylinders and the critical com-
pressive loading coefficient for the general instability of stiffened
circular cylinders _,re all based on the simplifyin_ assumption that
T_ :_ O_ (DI2 = D55 = O) .P
(f) 'throughout the entire report, it is assumed that transverse
shearing deflections of the shell wall are negligible.
GENt,;t_At, DYN:_MICS
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4.0 RECO_IMEN D _TIONS
The studies p,_rformed by Convair under NASA Contract NASS-11181
h_ve led to a recognition th._t sev,,ral extensions and applic:_tions of
this work would be quite useful and would add to the benefit derived
from the effort already expended. 'Fhe main objective of this supple-
mentary effor'_ would be to keep the designer and analyst abreast of the
most recent advances concerning the structural stability of stiffened
shells and to furnish practical meons for incorporating these findings
into the structural analysis. The specific tasks which are recommended
at this time are as follows:
Parametri. c Studies and ,Veight-Strength Analysis (Including Eccentricity
Influences) - This task includes the performance of parametric studies
involving wirious spacings, stiffener shapes, eccentricities: diameters,
etc., in order to provide measures of the relative importance of these
various geometrical features. For example_ a study would be inclu(led
which explored the importance of stiffener eccentricity over wide ranges
of stringer" and frame stiffness values. In addition, investig,_tions
would be conducted to establish relative efficiencies between de_i2jns
which tolerate buckling of the isctropic skin panels and those con-
figurations which preclude such behavior.
This task would also include the development of weight-strength
analysis methods which could assist in the selection of candidate
designs for proposed applic_tions. For this purpose, a digital com-
puter program would be developed which provides both output listings
GENERAL DYNAMICS
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and automated plotting of a variety of curves. _eparate families of
curves could be plotted which show tot_l weight versus an independent
wiri_lble and a p,irameter, both of which could be chosen by the user
from among a pre-determined selection of optional variables.
All work performed under this task would be ba_ed on orthotropic
shell theory and would account for eccentricities of both longitudinal
and circumferential stiffeners.
Supplement..ary. Empirical Refinement - The results obtained by Convair
under NASA Contract NASS-11181 include a series of curves for the
prediction of critical compressive edge loads for curved isotropic skin
panels. These curves are based upon the approach proposed by Schapitz
in reference 6. This criterion recognizes two regimes of response for
the curved skins. One of these is prim_.lrily a region of transition
between fl_lt--pl_ite behavior and that of a full cylinder. The second
regime is encountered when the spacing between longitudinal stiffeners
becc, mes sufficiently large for the panel to behave in essentially the
._,_me manner as a complete monocoque cylinder of the same radius and
thickness. For this second regime_ experimentally determined lower-
bound correlation (knock-down) factors were applied to the results
f_om classical small-deflection theory to arrive at appropriate pre-
dictions. Since the transition region is forced to blend into the
full-cylinder behavior: it would be expected that comparisons against
(i t,;N,.:t¢3. I. DYN _._1[ CS
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test data would show that_ as the size of the p_nel increa._es, the
prediction curves tend toward a lower bound to the datn. The results
presented in this report show that this is indeed the case. ilo_vever,
it has also been observed that, as the panel size decreases and flat-
plate behavior is approached, the transition criterion does not yield
predictions which are consistently conservative. That is, for these
panels, the test data show considerable scatter on either side of the
predicted values. It is therefore reconunended that an improved ex-
pression be developed for the transition curve such that ]ower-bound
predictions are obtained throughout a]l regimes. A possible exception
might be allowed for those situations which approach flat-plate beh:_vior
so closely that one may safely rely upon the existence of ade,!u,_te post-
buckling strength for the panel.
In addition to the foregoing effort related to the isotropic ._kin
panels_ this "Supplementary Empirical Refinement _t task would also include
further consideration of the composite cylinder. In this connection,
supplementary te_t data reduction would be accomplished to more conplete)y
exhaust the remaining available sources. The additional information
obtained from this effort would be reflected back into the proposed
_tabiiity analysis procedures t_., provide improved techni_tues of in-
creased reliability.
GF.NI_R.iL DYNAMICS
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Plotting of Supplementary Design Curves - Under NASA Contract
NhSS-11181,Convair has developed a series of design curves showing
predicted compressive buckling stresses for lorigitudinally _tiffened
7075-T6 aluminum alloy circular cylinders. It is recommended that
additional curves of this type be gener:,ted for other materials of
intere_;t to current and future aerospace programs, it is further
recommended that a study be conducted to determine the feasibility
of generating lesser numbers of cur_'e_, on a non-dimensional basis_
which would h._ve general applicability to ail materials. If this should
prow_ feasi')le, these too should be plotted.
The curves which have already been plotted for the 7075-T6 long-
itudin,lly .,_tiffcne(t cylinders require that the user establish the
af)pv)pri _te m,lgnitude of a minimization f_ctor n . Curves have been
developed from _vhich +_his value can l)e determined in cases which involve
no eccentricity. It is recommended that these curves be supplemented
by ;ldditional families that are applicable in the presence of
eccentricity.
_ll of the shell buckling curves developed by Convair under NASA
Contr;_ct NASS-11181 are founded upon the usual thin-shell assumptions.
xs :l r(_ult, transverse sh,::_ring deflections of the shell wall are
completely m, glected. For most types of practical stiffened shell
struct,_re_ currently used in the aerosp_ce industry, these shearin_
d_.flect_on._ ,_re sufficiently small to ju:_tify the_.r neglect. However,
e_
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for certain important configurations, such as sandwich constructions,
these shearing deflections are not negligible and they do play a
significant role in the buckling process. It is therefore recommended
that additional bucklinK curves be developed which account for" the
transverse shearing deflections, where important, ouch curves wo_ld
enable the engineei" to consider the use of sandwich-type cylindrical
walls augmented with longitudinal and/or circumferential stiffeners.
This could prove to be a configuration of interest in situations where
the sandwich wall would be desirable for insulatina purposes, meteoroid
protection, etc.
Extended Interaction Study - The studies conducted by Convair under
NASA Contract NASS-11181 included a limited effort in connection with
interaction effects for stiffened circular cylinders subjected to the
following combinations of applied loading"
(a) Axial co,pression :and shear.
(b) Axial compression and internal pressure.
(c) Axial compression and external pressure.
In the course of this investigation it was discovered th,_t for any of
these combinations a single interaction curve is not sufficient to
describe the behavior of stiffened cylinders, tlence the primary inter-
action analysia tool which emerged fr_m this study is in the form of a
digital computer progra_ developed for the buckling solution of
reference 5. Since this solution is limited to cases inv.lvin_ no
GEN,';RAL DYN.\M IES
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extern_llly applied shear forces, it is recommencled that extensions
be developed to properly include this v;_riab]e in the final formula-
tion. it is aI.so recommended that further study be undertaken which
would make use ef dimensional analysis techniques to establish suitable
p,_t'ameters for the presentation of multiple interaction curves applicabl.
to stiffened circular cyIinders.
None of the effort recommended in this tash would include con-
sideration of influences due to discontinuity-type deformations that
will u_ually be of importance in cases that involve pressure differentials.
The_c itifluences are separately discussed in the next task to be re-
C OUnlle nded.
Pressure 'Effects - Host of the work performed by Convair under N,_SA
Contr,ict NAS8-II1R1 and most of the foregoing recommen&ttions are
_ll) p i<able only in the absence of any pressure differential across the
shell _all. The only considerations which have been given to pressure
effect, _, r'el,tte solely to the development of interaction curves without
r,,c,)¢niti()n of any influence from the discontinuity-type deformations.
It is thorefore reco,_uaended that an extensive program be undertaken to
develop practic_l methods for the proper evaluation of all influences
due t,o pr'e_sure. This evaluation should recognize two b;istc ,_reas of
inter'est, l'he first of these relates to the stress prob]ems which
,_ri:;(, out of the longitudinal and circumferential bowing created by the
20
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presence of stiffeners. Secondly, one must consider the effect'_ which
these pre-buc!¢ling deformations have on the critical b,Jckling load.
Throughout both pha_es of this investig_ttion, attention must be given
to coupling effects between radial displacements and both the long-
itudinal and circumferential membrane loads.
F.xtension of Stuhlman Digital Computer Program- It is recommended
that the digital computer program of reference 10 be modified to per,ait
the input of hand-calculated elastic constants. This would provide a
detailed-analysis tool of much greater versatility than the pre:_ent
program whose input format limits the ¢*pplication tc one particular type
of wall cross section.
GENERAL DYN,IMICS
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PART I
THEO RETI C:'_L :\NO
EMP IRI C AL FO UND iT IONS
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5.0 BUCKLING OF ISOTR',)PIC SKIN PIN,ALS
SUBJECTED TO £D(IE COHPttESSION
5.1 General
Buckling of the isotropic skin panels which are bounded by the
stiffening elements of an orthotropic cylLnder is a localized mode of
compressive instability. Reliable means for prediction of such com-
pressive strength is essential to optimum design although buckling of
the isotropic ski,a panels may not necessarily be the limiting factor in
the collapse of the structure; i.e., it is possible te design a structure
employing stiffening elements so that buckling of the isotropic skin
panels is permitted prior to either the so-called panel instability
(ref. Glossary) or general instability loads. On the other hand, it may
be desirable to prevent buckling of the skins at loads below tile panel
in_t_bility or general instability leve]s if such buckling adversely
,ffects the integrity of the structure in other ways (fatigue, excessive
'ortattions, etc.). ,Vhether or not the design criteria will permit
_ling of the isotropic skin parcels, it is important that sufficiently
li,:b]e mean_ for determination of their critical loads be available
',,) tt,_e (ie._igner and analyst.
The Schapitz criterion [6] forms the basis for the analysis pro-
ordures presented here and supp]ies the mct'.r_u for _valoating t hp effects
(,f skin p_nel geometry as the transitinn is made from wide panels be-
h_,v_,ig like monocoque cylindrical shells to smalter panels which approach
fl:,'t {)1 _te I)('havior.
(iZNi;R/I DYN\_-IICS
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Three empirical analysis techniques were prep:lred f_r the case
where longitudinal stiffeners are widely spaced giving panel behavior
similar to that of a cylindrical shell. One of the technilues results
in typical strength predictions for co,uparison wit}_ test data while the
other two give design levels of high reliability recognizing scatter
which exists in actual strengths. The recommended design procedure is
consistent with that of NASA Space Vehicle Design Criteria [11_ for
monocoque cylinders.
For the limiting case of flat plate behavior for isotropic skin panels
bounded by closely spaced longitudinal stiffeners, conventional flat
plate theory is employed in the Schapitz criterion. _Vhile it is widely
recognized that test data in flat plates also exhibit consider_lble scatter_
they can continue to support steadily increasing loads well into the post-
buckling regime. This is in contrast to the sudden drop-off in lo;_d
usually observed for monocoque cylinders. As a conse_luence of postbuckling
load-carrying capability, the full theoretical buckling level is utilized
for the isotropic skin panel as the boundary case of flat plates is
approached. ,ks a resulttcaution must be exercised in employing _he
Schapitz criterion in the transition region where unconserwitive pre-
dictions may result due to the possibility of the _)ost-buckling behavior
of the curved plates being more severely influenced by cylinder mechanisms
than assumed by the Schapitz criterion.
GEN_,_'II_L 9YN.IHICS
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In this :_ection, the results of the investigation are presented
in terms of analytical expressions. Procedures and curves are given in
Section l l of Part II.
5.2 Buckling Criterion
The buckling criterion for isotropic skin panels is based on
luations derived by Schapitz [6] which constitute extensions to the
_heory presented by Timoshenko [12_. The results of these extensions
are embodied in the following criterion for buckling of curved isotroi)ic
pane 1 s:
When o R _ 2Op
(5-1)
then o = o
cr p
2
o R
+ 4o
P
(5-2)
and
when oR > 20 P
-(5-3)
then 0 = O_
cr
(5-4)
where,
o = Critical stress for buckling of a flat
P isotropic skin panel.
OR _ Critical stress for buckling of an
isotropic cylindrical shell.
0 = Critical stress for buckling of a
cr curved isotropic skin i,anel.
Equation (5-2) supplies the transition relationsbip for skin panels whose
geometry results in behavior somewhere between that of a flat plate and
that of a cylindrical shell. The two bounding conditions are then:
GENERAL DYNAMICS
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(a) The spacing of the longit,:Jinal stiffeners is very small
so that the effect of curvature becomes negligible and the
skin panel may be considered to be flat. Fixity along
the longitudinal edges has marked influence on the critical
buckling load.
(b) The spacing of the longitudinal stiffeners is large so that
the skin panel behavior is like a cylindrical shell and the
fixity effect at the longitudinal edges i8 negligible.
For condition (a), the familiar theoretical flat plate buckling stress
becomes:governs and o
P
ap = KsFcl
K
where s
K
C
E
b
.. (t12(1.va) (5-5)
_ckling coefficient (a function of aspect ratio) for
flat plate having all edges simply supported.
Buckling coefficient (a function of aspect ratio)
for flat plate having loaded edges simply su_)Dorted and
longitudinal edges clamped.
Young's Modulus.
Poisson's ratio.
Thickness of isotropic skin panel.
Spacing between stringers.
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For condition (b), th_ ,,uckling stress for an isotropic cylindrical
,_;hell governs and although theoretical] levels are generally accepted
for flat [)late beh:_viorl it is well known that practical cylindrical
shells buckle under longitudinal loadings significantly below
theoretical levels and that considerable scatter exists in the avail-
able test data. Becausz of this variation from theory, three semi-
empirical approaches were examined for the determination of _R ,as
follows.
Ol>rION I) The Iower bound approach of Seide_ et al. [15]:
t
ol_ = cE
where C = 0.605 - 0,546 l-e - "_
R = Radius of isotropic skin panel
OPTION 2) The "best-fit" or "mean-expected" relations __14i
which may be rewritten in terms of the part,meters
of interest here as:
(5-6)
(5-7)
-1.6
+ O.109E( Rt bRab)
-1.6
flL b • 1.0 -* c R = 11.28 _-
b]
-1.3
-1.3
+ O'109E( Rt ba bR )
(5-8)
-1.6 /-1. 418 _ LOge _ (5-9)
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where
OPTION 3)
a = longitudinal length of isotropic skin panel;
frame sp Icing
b = width of isotropic skin panel; :stringer sp_cing
The statistical level [147 which repre:_ents 907/0
probability with 95% confidence; i.e., there is
95% confidence that 90% of specimens tested would
exceed the buckling levels given by:
a b
- - < 1.0---_ o'_b R t,: = (.)-"° ( )8.011_ _ + 0 076E R a b• t b It -1.5 (5-io)
-I .6 -i .5
b R " = _ + 0.072E t h R
OPTION 1 is the recommended procedure for the determination of
o R because of its sim_licity and its inherent high reliability due to
the fact that equation (5-7) repre:_ents a lower bound to test data.
ttowever, the test data were gathered over somewhat limited parameter
ranges and panel length effects would be neglected usin_ OPTIUN 1.
OP£ION 1 i._ the same method as that employed for isotropic cylinders in
reference l 1.
OPTIONS 2 and 5 were investigated because of their inferred
length effect and because OPTIGN 2 would _ive "mean-expected" ol_
GEN;dRAL DYNAMICS
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strengt,s for comparisons of the Schapitz criterion w£th test data.
OPTION 3 was investigated because of the known high r_liability of the
analyuis and inclusion of length ef?ects.
tudinal
It was found that for usual configurations involving both longi-
and circumferential stiffening, OPTIOI_I 1 and 5 give essentially
the same results f_)r _R "
In order to permit representation of the buckling criteria of
equations (5-1) through (5-4) in graphical form, equation (5-5) was
written as
E 1 (5-12)
Using o R as determined by equations (5-6) and (5-7) with o fromp
equ_ition (5-12), it is thus possible to arrive at families of curves
of c or o r/E_ versus R/t for various b/R, and K values. For
cr c
practical purposes, it is prudent to consider the loaded edges of the
panels to be simply supported and neglect the influence of fixity there.
This might be expected to result in conservative estimates of K for
equation (5-12). With the assumption of all edges simply supported
(K) or simply supported loaded edges and clamped longitudinal edges
8
(K), K becomes a function of the aspect ratio a/b [15] . Thus the
C
relevant parameters are selected to be Ocr/E , R/t, b/R , a/b , and
the type o_ support afforded to the longitudinal edges.
GENERAL DYNAMICS
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a/R
a b
b R _
If OR is determined by OPTIONS 2 or 5, the length p_irameter
becomes significant but since this can be expressed in terms of
no additional parameters are re_luired, ltowever, many more
families of curves are required to describe desired p:rameter ranges
for OPTIONS 2 and 3 than for OPTION 1.
On a logarithmic plot, the buckling criterion of e,luations (5-1)
through (5-4) may be represented nondimensionally as shown in Figure 4.
The transition curve, equation (5-2), becomes tangent to the cylinder
curve when o R = 20 . For all R/t greater than that of the tangencyP
point, the skin panel behaves as a cylindrical shell whereas for smaller
R/t, the transition relation, equation (5-2), applies.
0
cr
E
__ / Oct = Oil + _p
P
o R
a
-- = constant
b
b
- = constantR
K = constant
R/t
Figure 4 - Nondimensional Logarithmic Plot of
Buckling Criteria for Isotropic Skin Panels
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Equations (5-1) through (5-12) were programmed for u_e on a
digitaI computer and an automatic plotter so that families of curves
or solutions for particular geometries could be obtained as desired.
The computer program is described in Section 18.1 of this document.
Detailed design procedures and discussion of the design curves are pre-
sented in Section 11. Supp!_mentary curves from OPTIONS 2 and 5 are
presented in Apoendix A.
5.5 Comparisons_Against Test Data
Limited comparisons were made of the analyses of Section 5.2
against test data _16, 17] . Included were data for buckling of skin
panels from 17 longitudinally stiffened _ylinders (5.4 < a/b < 17 _
46 tests of curved panels having clamped edges (2 < a/b < 6), and 14
flat plates having clamped edges (2 < a/b < 5). The flat plate data
were compared with equation (5-5). The remain£ng data were colapared with
results of analyses employing equations (5-1) through (5-4) with (5-5)
and each of the following [equations (5-6) through (5-11)_:
a) OPTION 1 (lower bound o R )
b) OPTION 2 (mean value o R )
c) OPTION 5 (90% probability o R )
In every case, it was assumed the loaded edges were simply supported and
the unloaded edges were considered both simply supported and clamped.
The digital computer program described in Section 18.1 was employed to
GI':NI,;RALDYNAMICS
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obtain calculated buckling stress values. Resulta and test data :ire
presented and compared in Table I and Figures 5 through 7.
As may be determined from Table I, the flat plate tests coveted
the range 0.869 < _p/atest < 1.29 with an average value of ap/Otest
=1.08 for the unloaded edges clamped. For comparison, assuming all
edges simply supported (although tests were clamped), the analysis
showed 0.500 <: ap/Ctest < 0.745 with an average value of ap/O test
This considerable scatter in test data for flat plates has not
usually been considered a serious problem since their po_tbuckling
strength is known to be significantly higher than the buckling ]ond.
However, when _'_uch plates are part of a stiffened structure, their
change in stiffness due to buckling could cause laad redistribution which
_vould affect: stability strengths of the composite structure in other
[nodes.
The 46 curved panels gave results which may be summarized from
Tab 1 _. I :
= 0.619.
OPTION
1
2
3
ANALYSIS
EDGE CONDITION
UNLOADED LOADED
EDGES EDGES
SS SS
TEST
EDGE CONDITION
ALL EDGES
C
°cr/ates t
RANGE
0.214-1.29
°cr/°test
AVERAGE
0.587
C
SS
C
SS
C
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
C
C
C
C
C
0,263-1.72
0.288-1.70
0.308-1.95
0.194-1.21
0.250-1.68
O.715
0.746
0. 906
O. 576
O. 707
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The 17 longitudinally :utiffened cylinders had panel edge conditions
actually somewhere between SS and C and gave results for skin
panel buckling strengths as follows:
OPTION
1
2
3
ANALYSIS
EDGE CONDITION
UNLOADED
EDGES
SS
C
SS
C
SS
C
LOADED
EDGES
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
TEST
EDGE CONDITION
ALL EDGES
>SS, <C
> SS, < C
>SS, <C
>SS, <C
>SS, <C
> SS, < C
°cr/°test
RANGE
0.338-0. 700
0.431-1.20
0.312-0.697
0.423-1.20
°cr/°test
AVERAGE'
0.514
0.808
0.580
0.846
0.505
0.801
The rather large scatter in the test data was expected in the
o = o R range and it should be noted that through the use of eithercr
OPTION 1 or 3, o r/Ct < 1 for each specimen where c = o R .c est cr
However' for o in the transition range (and for flat plates),
cr
cr/Otest as calculated by the Schapitz criterion also shows considerable
scatter but in addition can be unconservativc with respect to the test
data. It should also be noted that the panel tests were likely quite
sensitive to actual edge conditions, load introductiGn techniques, etc.
The assumption of simple support along loaded edges tends to introduce
underestimation of the test result, which i_ the observed average
effect, _ithough there appears to be a trend toward overprediction of
buckling strength in the transition range (o R < 2o ) .P
GENERAl. DYNAMICS
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It is expected that OPTION 1 with the assumption of all edges
simply supported would give the most realistic values for design
purposes but it is also acknowledged that the undesirable scatter
shown in Table I and Figures 5 through 7 indicate a more conservative
criterion for a or the transition relationship would be desirable.
P
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6.0 COHPItESSIVE DUCKLING OF
LONG I'FUDIN,_LLY STIFFENED
CIRCUL IR CYLINDERS
6.1 General
This phase of the study applies both to entire cylinder,s which
incorporate only longitudinal stiffening, and to sections which lie
between the circumferential members of cylinders which include both
longitudinal and circumferential stiffening. In the latter case,
the methods presented furnish a means for prediction of the panel in-
stability mode of buckling. As presented in this report, the procedures
deal primarily with configurations for which neither buckling of the
isotropic panels nor local buckling of the longitudinal stiffeners is
permitted. However, the methods can be extended to situations which
do not satisfy these restrictions and brief mention is made in Part II
of tile means by which this may be accomplished.
6.2 Buckling Criteria
6.2.1 _lmroth Extension to Thieleman_ Solution
In the solution of buckling problems, a number ef different
approaches may be taken. Two of the most commonly used techniques are
the minimum energy method and the bifurcation concept. The former is
based upon the theorem of minimum total potential energy wbich may be
stated as follows:
a conservative system is in a configuration of stable equilibrium
if, _nd only if_ the value of the total potential energy is a
relative minimum.
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To apply this theorem, one must formulate the total potenti:ll energy
of the system, impose the ,nathemdtic:tl artifice known a_ a virtual
displacement, and examine the sign of tile second-order energy ch_nge_
(second variation), the second vari,tion must be positive definite
(positive reg:Lrdless of the sign and form of the virtual displacement)
for stability to exist.
The bifurcation concept, originally developed by Poincar_
[credited in ref. 18] in 1885_ constitutes an equilibrium approach to
the problem of buckling. Any point at which a single equilibrium
path branches into two or :,ore equilibrium paths is known as a bi-
furcation point. An example of this phenomenon is shown in t'i<ure 8.
-%xial
Compression
Load
Bifurcation Point
End Shortening
Figure 8 - Equilibrium Paths For a Perfect
Isotropic Circular C_linder Subjected to Axial Compression
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This figure depicts the eq,:ilibrium paths for a perfect isotropic
circul_r cylinder subjected to axial compression. As a rule, the un-
buckled configuration becomes unstable at a bifurcation point, and the
bifurcation approach to buckling analysis involves a search for these
points. In this search,, one must study the character of the equili-
brium behavior. As in the Thielemann derivation [19]_ this study may
be conducted with the assistance of energy principles. Such investiga-
tions should not be misconstrued as constitutiI_g a minimum energy
approach, however. In the minimum energy method, a so-called second
variation is examined. On the other hand, the bifurcation method in-
volves the study of only the so-called first variation. That is,
in this case the system is _ubjected to a virtual displacement and the
first-order change {first variation) in the total potential energy is
tested for compliance with the principle of stationary potential energy
which m:_v _ _tated as follows:
A n¢ce_._ry and sufficient condition for the equilibrium of an
elastic body is that the first-order change in the total
poLe_:._t energy of the body be equal to zero for any
virtual displacement.
Host of the stiffened-cylinder analysis methods presented in
t.b(s report aro outgrowths of the formulations derived by Thielemann
[19] in 1959. The particular formulations used here were based on
the classical small-deflection theory which locdtes a bifurc_tion point
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along the initially linear equilibrium p:_th of a perfect monolithic
orthotropic circular cylinder subjected to axial compresaion. The
use of small-deflection theory raises some important _luestions as to
the influence of initial imperfections and their interrelationship with
the shape of the postbuckling equilibrium path.
taken up in Section 9, "Initial Imperfections".
This matter will be
Using the coordinate
system depicted in Figure 9, the Thielemann equations were obtained
Middle-Surface of
blonocoque Shell
L
Figure 9 - Thielemann Notation
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by first formulating the following expressions for the membrane
str;lin energy Um , the flexural strain energy Ub , and the _)otential
energy Q af the external load:
L 2_R
1 + +
O 0
L 2_R
- + 2D12_ ' -- + --Ub = _ [DIIW xx __xW,yy D22W,yy
0 0
2
+ 4D33w" "] dx _
xy
dx dy (6-1)
(6-2)
2,_R L
_ = - dy u
x=L ,x
0 0
dx (6-3)
The total potential energy of the system is then expressed as follows:
Y=Um + Ub + _
m
v _ W
directions. In equations (6-1) through (6-3), the
al)propriate stress resultants while the A..'s and
xj
The principle of stationary potential energy is then utilized to establish
the character of the equilibrium for this system.
In Figure 9, the quantities x, y, z are the coordinates and u ,
represent reference-surface displacements in these respective
N's represent
Dij's are the so-
called elastic constants. These constants arise through the following
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expressions which relate the stress resultants to the deformation
of the cylinder:
Cx = AllNx + A12Ny
Cy = A21Nx + A22My
Yxy = A33Nxy
M = DllW ' + D12x xx , YY
(6-4)
M = D21w ' + D22wy xx t YY
Mxy = 2353_,xy
Attention is called to the fact that, throughout this report,
subscripts which are preceded by commas denote partial differenti,_tion
with respect to the subscript variable. F'or example, the quantity
W, xy is identical to _y . Thus, in the first of e;uations (6-4)
the absence of commas before the stlbscripts indirates that the_e are
simply direction identification symbols, whereas in the fourth of
equations (6-4) the presence of the comma_ indicates r,'ference to the
partial deriwltives ,'-'_ and -- .
_x - _y2
One of the attractive features of the Thielemann e,luat;on._ is
their compact and informative structure. This was achieved through the
introduction of a dimensionless load parameter N and three dimension-
less stiffness parameters which are defined as follows:
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N _ x AI_.._I
2 D22
S
1
AII A22
DI2 + 2D33)
_/ Dll D22
(6-5)
DII All
y = D22 A22
Using equations (6-1) through (6-5) together with the bi-
furcdtion approach to buckling, Thielemann [19] arrived at the followin_
expression from which a classical critical compressive load can be found:
1/2
_ p
N -- (6-6)
I + 2_ _32 ÷ _34
8
where 1/4
'<)-_ A22
x All
(6-7)
= Axial half-wavelength of buckle pattern
x
= Circumferential half-wavelength of
Y buckle pattern
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This equation simply establishes the magnitudes of longitudinal com-
pressive loads which will maintain the monocoque orthotropic circular
cylinder in deflected configurations defined by the half-wavelengths
and _ . For a given combination of stiffness values_ an infinite
x y
number of load-wavelength combinations can be possible. The critical
load is the lowermost load which is just sufficient to hold the shell
in the non-cylindrical deflected shape.
It should be kept in mind that equation (6-6) was derived for a
monocoque orthotrop±c circular cylinder. This equation and others
likewise developed for monocoque configurations will subsequently be
applied to the analysis of discretely stiffened shells. The key to
success in these applications lies in the means employed to evaluate
the elastic constants (the A..'s and D..'s). From equations (6-4)_
13 13
it can be seen that these quantities are dependent upon the w_rious
structural rigidities of the _hell wall. Practical procedures for
computing these cor, stants are presented in the procedures of Part II.
ttowever, at this time it is profitable to devote some attention to
their origins and to examine the formulations which would apply in
two very special cases. In the first place_ it is helpful to note
that for an isotropic cylinder these constants would take on the
following forms:
1
All = A22 =_
AI2 = A21 = - E-_
(6-8)
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1
A53 = _"
DII = D22 -
D12 = D21 =
Et 3
12(1-v 2 )
(6-8 Cont'd)
Gt 5
D55 = 1-_
In general, the buckling analysis procedures and design curves pre-
sented in this report are to be considered inapplicable to sandwich
structures. However, at this point it is still informative to note that
the following formulas could be used to find the elastic constants in the
very special case of a sandwich configuration having a core with infinite
transverse shear rigidity:
I
All = A22 =
A
v
12 = h21 = " 2tie
I
A33 - 2tfG
DII = 922 =
_tfh 2
2(1-v 2 )
(6-9)
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D12 = D21 =
,)
_tfh
D33 = -7--
r)
vEtfh _
0
2(1-v')
(6-9 Cost'd)
where
tf = Facin_ thickness
h = Distance between middle-s,lrface_ of
f__lc i n_s.
These e,luations are applicable when the facings are of the sar)e m:_terial
and of equal thickness and this thickness is small compared to h .
From equations (6-4), (6-8), and (6-9), it sh,)(_ld be observed
th;It
(a) kll constitutes the reciprocal of the longitudinal extensional
stiffness p.'r unit length of circumference.
(b) k22 constitates the reciprocal of the circumferentill ex-
tensional stiffness per unit of axial length.
(c) Dll constitutes the longitudinal flexural _tiffnes_ _)_r
unit length of circumference.
(d) D22 constitutes the circumferential flexural stiffness _er
unit of axial length.
(e) A12 ;and A21 each constitute mea.sures of cotloling between
extensional deform:_tions in the longitudinal and cir-
cumferential directions.
(f) D12 and D21 each constitute measures of coupling t_etween
flexoral deformations in the longitudinal _ln(t circumferential
directions.
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(g) A55 constitutes the reciprocal of the in-plane shear
stiffness of the shell wall.
(h) D55 con_titute:s the twisting stiffness of the shell
wall .
The Thielemann solution given above as equation (6-6) was derived
for an infinite-length cylinder which is free to accommodate longitudinal
half-wavelength_ of arbitrary magnitude. Such a solution will ordinarily
be adequate for simply supported realistic finite-length, uvlJnders when
the calculated longitudinal half-wavelength of the buckle pattern is iess
than the overall leng'ch of the cylinder. However, for short cylinders
this conditions frequently will not be satisfied, in which case a finite-
length solution is required for acceptable analysis. Such a solution
has been obtained by Almroth [20, 21] . The resulting e:]u_tion is
essentially an extended, improved version of the Thielemann formulation.
The extension was achieved by enforcing the requirement that the long-
itudinal half-wavel.ength of the buckle pattern must be e_qual to the
shell length divided by _,n integer. To facilitate this development,
_lmroth def,ned a new parameter as follows:
L 2
o_ = (6-IO)
2Rm2_2'_22 j D22/All
where m i,_ the number of longitudinal half-waves. The buckling
equation which evolved from this work is as follows:
,
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2_py1/2132
-- _4 1 + + yB 4
N - a + (6-II)
1 + 2_s_2 + 64 4_ 4
To establish the critical load from this equation, a minimization
process must be employed which establishes the particular value of
for which N (and consequently N ) is a minimum.
X
Almroth [20] notes
that for some practical applications, _ will be large and consequently
will be small. For such situations, Almroth further notes that
equation (6-].1) can be simplified to the following approxim:_tion:
Critical N = 1 + -Y- (6-12)
4_
Substitution of equations (6-5) and (6-10) into (6-12) yields the
following result:
2 2DI I i
m _ 2 D22
Critical N + -- (6-15)
x - L 2 R ,ill
This equation is identically equivalent to the expression proposed in
references 16 and 22 for application to longitudinally stiffened circular
cylinders. Clearly, this expression should be used only under rather
restrictive conditions. An awareness of this limitation is necessary
to appreciate the need for the minimization factor _ to be in-
troduced in Section 6.2.2 below.
Just as in the case of equation (6-6),equations (6-11), (6-12),
and (6-13) evolve from monocoque shell theory and their application to
discretely stiffened configurations is justified through the means
employed for computation of the elastic constants involved.
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6.2.2 5tui,lman-DeLuzio-klmroth Solution - Under _:SA Contracts
NAS 8-5600 and NAS 8-9500, the NASA Harshall Space Flight Center has
sponsored a test and study program on the buckling of longitudinally
stiffened curved panels and complete cylinders. The Iongitud_nal stiff-
eners were integral with the basic cylindrical skin on all of these tests.
This work was performed by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company and
the results are summarized in references i, 2, 5, I0, and 25. In order
to properly evaluate these experimental results_ Stuhlman, et al. E25]
found £t necessary to develop analysis techniques which account for both
end moment and stiffener eccentricity. Making use of the Thielemann
parameters, they developed a digital coml)uter program _i07 which includes
both of these effects as well as the end-restraint to Poisson-ratio
hoop growth. This program assumes boundory conditions of simple support
and, like the equations of Section 6.2.1_ it is based on monocoque shell
theory. As before_ the application to discretely stiffened cylinders is
achieved by properly computing the related elastic constants.
program calculates these values internally within the computer.
structure is described to the machine through input geometric dimensions
which are applicable only to the particular type of local wall cross
section used in the test series cited above. Some generalization could
be readily accomplished by modifications which would permit the analyst
to input hand-calculated elastic-constant values. It is suggested that
this be accomplished to facilitate applic_tion to a wide variety of
longitudinally stiffened configurations.
The subject
The
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The proposed generalized version of the Stuhlman, et al.
program _I0_ is recommended for detailed final analysis. However,
consistent with the overall philosophy of this report, it is noted
that simplified, approximate analysis methods can also be useful,
primarily in the early stages of design and analysis. Such methods
will now be presented for the longitudinally stiffened configuration.
This approach is based on the simplifying assumption that all pre-
buckling bending of the shell wall_ can be neglected. This, of course,
rules out consideration both of end moment effects and the influence of
restraint to Puisson-ratio hoop growth. Within this framework, Stuhlman,
et al. _237 show that their more complicated theory simplifies into the
following expression for the non-dimensional loaO parameter N:
2
.....I + 2_ yl/2B2 _4 ell+ y_4 p_(A22D22)I/2_
P +
4a_ 4 1 + 2_s _2 + _4
(6-14)
This is a monocoque shell equation whichl as usual, must be minimized
to arrive at the critical N (and consequently critical N ) values.
x
The term Cll is an outgrowth of non-symmetry in the local wall cross
section and is taken equal to the distance between the middle surface of
the basic cylindrical skin and the centroid of the skln-stringer
combination. Equation (6-14) is based on the sign convention whereby CII
is positive in the radially inward direction. Hence this quantity will be
positive for i_ternally stiffened configurations and negative
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when the stiffeners are on the exterior surface. Although non-zero
Cll values were necessarily accounted for in th_ test data evaluations
of Section 6.4, the analysis procedures given in Part II of this report
only cover cases for which Cll = 0 is a reasonable approximation.
However, these procedures could easily be extended to cover non-zero
Cll values and it is certainly recommended that this be accomplished.
It should be noted at this time that, when Cll = 0 , equation (6-14) is
identical to the Almroth formulation given in Section 6.2.1 as equation
(6-I I).
It is pointed out that the design curves presented in Section
12.2 for the buckling of longitudinally stiffened cylinders were de-
veloped under the assumption that D12 = D55 = O. From the third of
equations (6-5), it can be seen that this is equivalent to assuming that
= 0 .
P
This same assumption will likewise be made in other of the
approximate procedures given in this report. For many practical situations
the mechanisms represented by _ do not play a crucial role in the
P
buckling phenomenon and its neglect will usually lead to a reasonable
degree of conservatism. Furthermore,
P
is probably the most
difficult to compute of all the Thielemann parameters. In particular,
consider the elastic constant D33 which appears in the _p formula-
tion. The last of equations (6-4) shows D33 to be a measure of the
twisting stiffness of the shell wall. The monocoque shell theory used
in this report is based on a model for which the twisting rigidities
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in the longitudinal and circumferential directions are equal. The
rigidities encountered in practical stiffened configurations will
usually not comply with this condition. This might suggest the use
of an average value in the analysis. However_ suspicion is cast upon
this practice _hen one considers the n_tture of the twisting mechanism
in the monocoque wall. That is_ the twisting moment Mxy is a stress
resultant which arises out of the non-uniformt linear distribution of
shear stress depicted in Figure 10. For the infinitesimal element shown1
the interaction of twisting moments on faces A and B is influenced by
the fact that_ for any point along the edge CD 1 the shearing stresses
Face
/
/
\
/ \
M
xy \
M
xy
Figure 10 - Interaction of Twisting Moments in
I_all of Monocoque Cylinder
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on the two faces must be equal. The uniformity of the monocoque
wall permits this type of interaction to develop over the entire surface.
On the other hand, in the case of discretely stiffened str_ctures, inter-
secting faces stlch as A and B are not always present. The stiffeners
protrude from the basic skin and the mechanism depicted in Figure 10
cannot always develop. In addition, for structures which incorporate
both longitudinal and circumferential stiffeners, twisting moments from
either type of stiffener will transfer into the other almost entirely in
the form of bending. Stringer twisting moments transfer directly into
circumferential bending of the rings and ring twisting moments transfer
directly into longitudinal bending of the stringers.
In view of the foregoing_ justification for neglecting _ in
P
the buckling analysis does not rest solely in the consequent simplifications.
Indeed, there exist some fundamental uncertainties as to what constitutes
t_? best means to m tthematically formulate the correspondence between
twisting rigidities of the discretely stiffened structure and its
monccoque ,_lodel. Confronted with this uncertainty, it seems best at
this time to exercise caution and take no advantage from _ in the
P
buckling analysis. Even with this omission, the methods presented in
this report account for more of the shell wall characteristics than
have generally been recognized in procedures of the past.
For any special situation where the analyst might somehow be
equipped with means for computing reliable non-zero D12 and D35 values,
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the digital computer program of Section 18.5.2 can be applied. Although
this program was developed mainly for application to configurations which
include both longitudinal and circumferentiaI stiffeners, it c_in be
specialized to appllcationa which involve only longitudinal stiffening.
This is accomplished through the input values. It must be kept in mind,
however, that this program is restricted to boundary conditions of simple
support. As an engineering approximation, it is recommended that _ne
account for fixity influences by investigating only those buckle con-
figurations for which
2
m • CF (6-15)
where CF = Fixity factor
In addition, since the present Section 18.5.2 program does not account
for crippling stress influences, it should not be applied in the slender-
ness ratio range which is controlled by the Johnson parabola.
With the foregoing as a background, it is now possible to proceed
with the development of the equations which were used to plot the design
curves of Section 12.2. For this purpose it will be assumed that
¶p = O (6-16)
and a quantity F will be defined as
F = c11 (6-i?)
2= (A22D22 )i/2
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so that equation (6-14) may be rewritten in the following form:
_L [ 1 a(pa-r) 2 ]= + -- , 2 344a 4_4 + I + 2_S_ +
(6-18)
It '_hould be recalled that the first of equations (6-5) defined the
par'ame ter N as follows:
- 2 x _ D22
(6-19)
Substitution of this equality into equation (6-18) gives the following:
1 a(p2_ )2 ]
4,_ 4 1 + 2_s_2 + B4
(6-20) (
From equations (6-15) and (6-10), it is known that
DIIAII
y - D22A22
(6-21)
and
L2
2 2 r
2Rm _ A22 vD22/A 11
Using equations (6-21) and (6-22)_ the following equality is easily
obtained:
(2__ D2..._2 a'_,()- m _2DII
R A1 1 4'_ L 2
(6-22)
(6-25)
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It should be recalled that the quantity Dll constitutes the
longitudinal flexural stiffness per unit length of circumference.
In the case of the longitudinally stiffened cylinder, this value may
be computed from one of the following two formulas:
DII = EI x (6-24)
or
EI
X
Dll - (6-25)
where
I Shell wall local moment of inertia per unit
length of circumference taken about the
centroidal axis of stringer-skin combination.
The choice between these two formulas depends upon the degree of restraint
which the wall geometry affords to anticlastic bending [ref. Glossary_ .
For most practical discretely stiffened structures, equation (6-24) wili
be the recommended formulation.
At this point, it is helpful to note that, for longitudinally
stiffened cylinders, the elastic constants All , A22 , and Doo__ can be
expressed as follows:
1
= E-i-
x
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where
t
X
_qall thickness for a monocoque circular
cylinder of same total cross-sectional area
as the actual composite shell wall (including
both skin and stringers)
t = Thickness of isotropic skin panel
The (1-v 2) term appears in the expression for D22 since the broad
axial extent of the skin panel a£fords restraint to anticlastic bending
in the same manner as that customarily recognized for flat plates.
By direct substitution and simplification, equations (6-26) lead
to the following equality:
P
m
R V All R (l_v2)
(6-27)
,Substituting equations (6-25) and (6-27) into equation (6-20) one may
then obtain
m _ i
N - _"
x L 2 R_/F 5 ( l_v2 )
1 a(_2-F,) 2 ]62 _4 (6-28)4_[3 4 + i + 2_s +
It should be observed that m (the number of longitudinal half-waves)
appears in both the first and the bracketed terms of this equation. Its
presence in the latter is due to formulas (6-17) and (6-22) for F and
respectively. Hence, for any particuIar selected m value _ a correspond-
ing critical axial loading (N)
m=m.
1
can be found from the following:
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(N)
x cr
m--in.
i
ill. 2n2D 1 1 Et 2
L2 RV3(i_v2)
N
ml=m.
i
(6-29)
where
and
N
m=m.
x
_(_2 F)2= _1___._+ B2 044_- 4 I + 20 +
$
MiniilluJa
for ill = m.
1
B i = Any F.:_rticular selected value of m
(6-30)
(6-31)
The particular ill. value of interest is that which yields the lowermost
1
axial load intensity. This is, in fact, the critical buckling load for
the structure and will henceforth be identified simply as (N) . The
X cr
corresponding stress value will be denoted 0 .
cr
In order to express equation (6-29) in terms of stress, one may
divide through by t
x
to obtain
2
_,. n2E t3/2
0 - 2 + -_m
cr (_1) _" l-v2 t I/2 m=mli
m=m. R ( ) x
1
(6-32)
where
P
ii
X
(6-53)
or
ixPll : (i_v2)
K
(6-54)
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The formula to be used for Pll depends, of course, upon the re-
straint which the wall affords to anticlastic bending. Henceforth, Pll
will be referred to as the effective local longitudinal radiu_ of _yration
of the shell wall. The word "effective" is included in this identification
because of the possible presence of the factor (1-v 2) . Except for
this relatively minor influence_ Ol I complies with the usual de-
finition for a radius of gyration.
Equation (6-32) will now be further simplified by introducing
the following definition for an effective thickness t :
_ t3/2
t (6-35)
- t 1/2
X
Substitution of this equality into equ_ttion (6-,32) gives the following
result :
2 2 E
m.
0 - + _ N
_
L ,/3(l_v 2 ) 1
m=m.
1 _'11
(6-36)
Frcn, Lhe arrangeme:lt of this equation, it is useful to think of the total
compressive strength of the cylinder as the sum of several separate com-
ponents. _Vith this in mind, observe that the first term in equation
(6-36) is of the same form as the familie_r Euler equation for column-
type members. However, it must also be ob3erved that, unlike the case for
2
columns, this term need not be restricted to the condition that m _ 4.
1
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2
For the cylinder, the particular m.
1
value of interest is that which
minimizes equation (6-36) in its entirety and, in the case of long
cylinders, shell-type influences can result in buckle patterns with
2
Ill.
1
considerably in excess of four. The difference between thcse two
situations is an outgrowth of the fact that, for the column, the critical
2
Ill.
1
value is dependent solely upon the end conditions. On the other hand,
equation (6-56) was developed for the particular case of a cylindrical
shell having simply supported boundaries. Hence the critical
2
m. value
1
of equation (6-56) is a function only of the internal shell stiffnesses.
However, since a suitable orthotropic cylindrical shell solution for
boundary conditions other than simple support is not aw, ilable at this
2
time, the methods of this report make use of the Ill.
1
influence to
provide an engineering approach to the analysis of longitudinally
stiffened cylinders having various edge conditions. That is, the n:tture
of the end conditions is expressed in the form of a fixity f_ctor C F .
This value is take_ to be the same as that which the existing boundaries
would furnish to ordinary column-type members.
2
critical conditions begins with mli = C F
2
mi _ CF •
In view of the practice cited above,
Then the search for
and only considers cases where
it is helpful to separate
the first term in equation (6-56) into the true wide-column term
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and a shell-type contribution
mi2 - CF)_2E
(6-38)
where
CF Fixity factor furnished to column-type members
by intermediate rings (L=a) or the cylinder
boundaries.
In Section 6.3, methods are discussed for the computation of CF values
in the case of cylinders with intermediate rings. For this case, the ring
spacing, a, is used in place of L in the equations of this section.
Using expressions (6-57) and (6-38), one may rewrite equation
(6-56) in the following equivalent form:
0
cr
m=m,
1
Z 1__ N
2 (_) m=m._/3 (1-_,) 1
(6-59)
The first term in this equation will often be referred to simply as the
wide-column component. The bracketed sum can therefore be regarded as
the total contribution made by shell behavior.
At this point, it should t,e noted that experimental data for the
compressive buckling strength of monocoque cylinders generally fall far
below the predictions of classical theory. This phenomenon has been
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widely attributed to _he combined influences of initial imperfections
and the shape of the postbuckling equilibrium path. It has become
common practice to account for this behavior by means of an empirical
correlation (knock-down) factor. As discussed in Section 9, "Initial
Imperfections," the same approach is taken in this report for stiffened
configurations. However, the conventional stiffened wall is effectively
rather thick and its reduction from theory will usually not be very
severe. Based on the ideas presented in Section 9, it was decided that
the correlation factor should be introduced only into the shell con-
tribution to the total theoretical strength. Hence, using the symbol F
to repre_ent the correlation factor, one may modify equation (6-39) as
F(m i -CF,_ E E
= - + ") -L.. 2 m=m.m=m. _._ (1_v2) l1 1 011
follows:
The factors r" and N have been grouped together as a convenience
despite the fact that r is not to be treated as a function of m .
In order to recognize the influence of the crippling stress for
the local wall cross section, the Johnson parabola concept will be
applied to the wide-column component of equation (6-40 _ . The
following expression results:
(6-40)
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¢! = 0
cr cc
M--m ,
1
occ2( )2.
+
4CF_2E
÷
D
F(mi2-CF)n2E
g 1 (l._)m= m (6-41)
Then, to facilitate the application of equations (6-40) and (6-41) in the
nonlinear range of the stress-strain curve, the tangent modulus is in-
troduced as follows:
0
cr
m=m.
1
CF_2Eta n
1
F(mi2-CF) _2Etan Eta n i t_)(FN) m=m
(-_ll) 2 ÷ _/3(1_v2)- i
and
0 = {3
cr Cc
m_ln.
t
- CC
4CFx2g
2
+
r(mi2-CF)n2Etan
Pll
(6-42)
÷
E
tan
/3(1-v 2 )
(6-43)
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where
Eta n = Tangent modulus
E = Young's modulus
Equation (6-45) applies only where both of the following conditions
are satisfied:
1
(6-44)
Results From
Equation (6-43)
Results From
Equation (6-42)
For all other situations, equation (6-42) is the applicable formula-
tion. For the linear portion of the stress-strain curve, condition
(a) is a sufficient test for applicability of equation (6-43).
Attention is now called to the fact that most of the longitudinally
stiffened circular cylinders of practical interest will fall into the
relatively short category for which the critical loading corresponds
2
to mi = CF . In such cases,
2
m. - C F = 0 (6-45)1
and equations (6-42) and (6-45) simplify to the following:
CF 2
o = Ktan + Etan I-L (FN)m2 =C F (6-46 )
Crm2=CF ( i_1 )21 _3(1"v2) < t)
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cc Etan I
a = o - .... + -- (FN) (6-17)
4CF aE (1-2 ) 2=CF
m2=CF t
These are the expressions which were used to develop tile digital comi)uter
program of Section i8.2 and the buckling curves of _ection 12.2. llence,
in using these tools, one should always perform a check to establish that
the actual structure falls into the short-cylinder category. The manner
in which this check should be performed is specified in Section 12.i.
In order to establish appropriate tangent modulus values, the
digital computer program of Section 18.2 and the buckling curves of
Section 12.2 make use of the Ramberg-Osgood [24_ representation of the
stress-strain curve. In the particular case of bare 7075-T6 aluminum
alloy, the following values were used for the Ramberg-Osgood parameters:
n = I0
(6-48)
7 = 701000 psi
$
The digital computer program of Section ]8.2 can accom,aod:ate different
materials by a simple chaage in these values and the input ¥oung's
modulus.
Note that equation (6-46) is quite similar to the approximate
formula proposed by Peterson and Dow in reference 22. The only diffcrences
lie in the use of tangent modulus together with the presence of the
factors _'_ and _ in equation (6-46). Aside from the question of
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some relatively minor anticlastic constraint, the assumptions in-
herent in the Peterson and Dew formulation therefore reduce to the
approximation that N _ 1. This practice is ncc followed in the methods
of this report. Instead, use is made of N v,lues which emerge from
the minimization process indicated by equaticn (6-30). As part of the
study conducted by Convair under NASA Contract NAS8-11181, a digital
computer routine was utilized to accomplish this minimization. From
these results, a f,xmily of curves like thcse shown in Figure ]1 was
the case where F = 0 curvesdeveloped for (no ecsentricity). Thes_
_r-_ = Constant
1.0 "
-F = Constant
Log Scale
Figure II - Semi-Logaritb.mic Plot of
N vs _ With _ As a Parameter
S
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_re given in Section 12. Further work in this area should include the
dev(,lopment of additional families for selected non-zero F values.
In concIusion of this section, attention is directed te the
f_ct that the overall cylinder length I, appears in many of the
f_rmulations presented for longitudinalIy stiffened cylinders. In
_he ,,bseace of general instability, these same equations can be applied
to lon_,itudinally stiffened sections which lie between discrete
circumferential stiffeners by replacing L with the frame spacing a .
G b;Ni.iR:/L DYNAMICS
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6.3 Fixity Factor for Longitudinally Stiffened
Sections Between Rings
The presentation in the preceding section involved consideration
of a fixity factor CF . It should be recalled that this value is
dependent upon the restraint which intermediate rings (L = a) or the
cylinder boundaries afford to column-type members. An inspection of
equations (6-42) and (6-45) will reveal the role which C F plays in
the buckling analysis of longitudinally stiffened circular cylinders.
Attention will now be devoted to means for selecting numerical values
for this factor. In this connection, reference is made to the curves
published by Budiansky_ et al. [25] for the buckling of infinite length
columns sub)ported by equally spaced deflectional and rotational springs.
The general form of these curves is shown In Figure 12 where
C = Defiectional spring constant (force per unit deflection)
K = Rotational spring constant (torque per unit rotation).
It was intended that these curves would be used in forming the engineering
judgements required in the selection of the subject C F values. For this
purpose, note that the point A _n Figure 12 represents the condition
whereby, In the absence of rotational springs, the deflectional springs
are sufficiently stiff to enforce undeflected nodal points at each
support. This constitutes a condition of simple support. All points
Ka
along the horizontal portion of the curve _ = 0 correspond to thisEI
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pa 2
EI
f
B
v
Ka
= Constant
EI
Ka
= Constant
EI
Ks
m = 0
EI
_--- L = _ ---_
Ca 3
EI
Figure 12 - Buckling Curves for an Infinite Length
Column SuEEorted by Equally Spaced Deflectional and
Rotational Springs
same condition. In the casv of a longitudinally stiffened circular
cylindcr between rlngs, appropriate values for the spring constants
K ,tnd C
Figut-e l'2,
must he obtained through considerntion of the behavior of the
The rt._uiting value_ loc,_te a point, such as point B _ in
The ,,pplicable C F value can then be found as follows:
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E1 /B
CF : _ (6-49)
The primary problem in computing CF therefore reduces to the de-
termination of the spring constants C and K . To simplify this task,
it should be observed that, in the absence of general instability, it
can be assumed that all rings are sufficiently rigid to provide un-
deflecting supports to the column. Consider then the case where the
general instability load is considerably higher than the panel instability
load. For this case, imagiae that the deflectional stiffness of the fr_es
is steadily reduced while their rotational stiffness is held constant.
So long as general instability does not take place, the rinks will remain
undeflected and no change will occur in the buckling load for column-
type members that span from ring to ring. Therefore, whenever general
instability is prevented, the frames are sufficiently rigid to insure
that the related point in Figure 12 lies somewhere along the horizontal
portion of the applicable curve. Then the primaJy problem further
reduces to the computation only of a suitable value for the rotational
_pring constant K.
In the study conducted under Contract NAS8-11]81, two different
analytical models were considered for the evaluation of K. The first
of these made use of the Convair digital computer program _26] for
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discontinuity analysis. Some modifications were incorporated into
the original program to account for the local bending of legs on
formed ring section_, Axisylametric unit extern:ll loading was then
applied to the rings to determine the desired K values. '/'he results
from these studies indicated that the assumed axisymmetric mode of
deformation will usually lead to C F _f 1.0 for practical configurations.
It was originally intended that this particular approach be used to
provide a loweP-bound CF value which would be of use to the analyst
in the appllcatiot, of his engineering .judgement. However, in the light
of the findings cited here, it would seem that the time and effort in-
volved in the axisymmetric determination cnnnot be juutified and, _t
present, one should simply consider Lhe lower-bound CF to be 1.0 .
in alternative approach, which was expected to lead to an upper-bound
fixit), factor was then examined. This method evaluated the spring
constant K by applying a unit torque T at the mid-point of a straight
bar _a_ shown in FiL;ure 13. This bar was assumed to have a total length
equal to twice the stringer spacing _ind its cross section was taken
\
\
\
Stringer _T Stringer
4---4pacing -_Spacing
b b
\
\
\
\
Figure 13 - Alternative _4ethod for
Evaluatin_ Rotational Sprin_ Constant
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identical to that of the rings. It was further assumed that the ends
of the bar were fully restrained against rotation. Surprisingly, this
approach did not overpredict the test values in the limited number of
comparisons made. It would therefore appear that this technique would
provide a reasonable estimate of the fixity in at least some practical
situationst particularly where the stringers have appreciable spacing
and the basic cylindrical skin i8 relatively thin.
In view of the foregoing, it is concluded that, although a basically
sound method has been proposed for the fixity factor determination,
considerable uncertainty still remains in connection with the computation
of required spring constants. Until further work is accomplished to
resolve this uncertainty_ it is recommended that the value of CF = 1.O
be employed for the design of longitudinally stiffened sections which lie
between rings. Aircraft design practices have often made use of rule-of-
thumb values in excess of unity but these have been used as all-inclusive
wide-column corrections which account both for end restraint and the shell
contribution to the overall strength. In this report_ a more rational
assessment is made of the latter component.
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:. ; Co_._arisons Against Test l)_lta
, I_1 L_:pongttudinally Stiffened Clrc_Jlar Cylinders - The
til,,(t._; prol)ose,'t in this report |or the npproximate analysis of
nv:itu l inally stifft;ned circular cylinder's were ew_luated by
It_,_ring buckling stress predictions against the test dat,t of
l_,:(_nc,,,_ 22, 4, ,,nd 8. The result_ from these investigation_ are
•l_ i[, Tables II, Ill, and IV. Tile predicted buckling stress values
, obtnined from the digital computer program of Section 18.2.
i -_ame program was u_ed to develop the buckling curves shown in
,,-)n 12.2. kttention is drawn t() the f;_ct that all of the sp, cimens
_}'les II and III incorpor¢ited appreciable stiffener eccentricities
:_,t :h,t the_e were fully _tccounted for in the tabulated prediction._.
-_ _f_ the procedures of })art II do not acce, unt for this influence, suit-
' ,,x_en_ions to these meth()(is were utilized in the text data eva]ll:,tions.
, ,,_olvc:l the retention of non-zero F ,r_lues in the minimization
'_",)((:_,, ;halite,ted by equation (6-30).
I he d,,t,t listed in Tables II _nd [II show that, as expected, the
pr_)l,c._e," ,tnalytical ,tpproach g,_ve c._nservntive predictions. However,
for the s|)ecimt-h_ covered by 'L_ble IV, the test data show scatter on
eitbr_ _l(|e of tit,, predictions. This circumstance is due to the fact
th _t th _nherent conse_'vatism of th,' proposed methods lies in the neglect
,:.f ce;'t,tin stiffnessc,_ which enLer into the shell cor, trihution to the
:i ;NI,,R_I, DYN\.qI._:S
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compressive strength. However, all the specimens of Table IV receive
virtually no contribution from shell behavior. Their corrugated walls
have very little hoop extensional stiffness. This is reflected into
the analysis through the correction employed in the comput_ltion
of A22 . The _ value becomes very small and the prediction equation
essentially reduces to the familiar Euler column formula. Hence, in
these cases, deviations from predicted strengths are due largely to
individual geometric variations among the test specimens, maldistribution
of applied load, etc.
The following notes have general applicability to Tables II,
and IV:
me
b.
III,
A fixity factor of CF 3.75 (=m. 2)= was assumed to beI
applicable. This value has been widely used for practical
configurations with "seeming full fixity". Checks were made
to insure that additional numbers of half-waves would not yield
lower predictions. That is, the tabulated predictions nre
less than would be obtained for
is any integer.
m. = _5.75 + C i where C.] i
In order to establish base-line results, the correlation
(knock-down) factor F was assumed to be unity.
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C •
do
e°
The N value was computed through the minimization process
indicated by equation (6-30). The appropriate non-zero F
value accounting for stringer eccentricity was employed in
this determination.
computations of both
The quantity
The test o
cr
2
The value m.
1
= 3.75 was ,_'sed in the
a and F .
L is the entire overall length of the cylinder,
values were all obtained by dividing the total
critical axial load by the total cross-sectional area of
the specimen.
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1)uring the preparation of this final report, the NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center conducted a buckling test on a full-scale Saturn V
S-IC intertank cylinder which consiste_ of a 7075-T6 aluminum alloy
corrugated wall supported by rings. The critical load achieved in _his
test was 14,500,000 pounds. Dividing ibis load by the total cross
sectional area, it is found that
14,506,00--0 (6-50)Test _ = = 45,100 psi
cr 317
This served as an additional data point for an evaluation of the analysis
procedures presented in Part II. For this purpose, a predicted critical
stress was obtained using the digital computer program of Section 18.2.
The buckling curves of Section 12.2 do not extend to (_N) values low
enough for this particular structure. A value of
Calculated _ = 45,045 psi
cr
(6-51)
was obtained from the digital co_ )uter. Hence,
Calculated o
cr
Test o
cr
= 1,00 (6-52)
the following input values w_re used for the machine solution:
Ramberg-Osgood
Ramberg-Osgood
E
0
cy
0
.7
n
= 9.6xi06 psi (Furnished by NASA)
= 66,000 psi (Furnished by NASA)
= 70,200 psi
= I0
= .35
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Correction Factor
o
cc
CF
L
0 11
= 56,700 psi (Furnished by NASA)
= 1.0
= .01445 (A3suming _ = 1.0)
= 1,479
= 3.7.0
6.4.2 LongitudjLnally Stiffened Circular C_linders With Frames,
Panel Instability Mode - In order to investigate the
applicability of the procedures discussed in Section 6.5 for the influence
of ring stiffnesses on the panel instability mode of failure in longi-
tudinally stiffened cylinders, comparisons were made with limited
available data. BuckIing stress predictions were obtained using the
axisymmetric method discussed in Section 6.5 for two specimens from
reference 28 and one from reference 29. The two 49-inch diameter specimens
of reference 28 had corrugated skin with I-section rLngs and failed in
the panel instability mode. The corrugated skin and short ring spacing
(a/R _ 1/4) combined to make the shell contribution to the buckling
strength _refer to equation (6-47)] negligible so that the buckling
strength for these specimens was essentially their wide column strength.
To assess the fixity felt by the corrugations at the frames the axisym-
metric rotational and radial stiffnesses of the frame were determine,!
using a General Dynamics Convair digital cnmputer program as discussed
in Section 6.5. These stiffnesses were then employed in conjunction with
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the curves of reference 25 to obtain the fixity factor C F . For
both cylinders, this fixity factor was very nearly that for simple
support because of the axisymmetr_c rotational flexibility of the ring.
Easentia! agreement with test results was obtained.
The specimen selected from reference 29 was reported to have
failed in the panel _nstability mode. This 77-inch diameter cyll_der
was tested in pure bending and was stiffened by Z-aection stringers
and hat-section frames (a/R = °47). The skin panels buckled early and
thus necessitated effective width co_aiderations as presented in Section
7.5. the cylinder wall stiffness factors determined in that analysis
were employed in this stability calculation.
An axisymmetric analysis for ring stiffnesses simply considering
the ring as a compact section and neglecting bending of elements still
resulted in _ fixity factor of only 1o02. However, since this frame
.... , _.iosed section with the skin giving high torsional rigidity
and bec;_use the stringers are spaced such that they can behave more or
less independently, this torsional st±ffness has significant effect on
the fixity felt by the stringers. As an approximate approach, the
torsional stiffness of the frame was determined by applying a unit
torque at the center of a straight bar whose ends were fixed against
rotation and whose cross section was identical to that of the ring.
The ler_th selected was twice the stringer spacing. This torsional
stiffness w_s then used in the analysis of reference 25 giving the
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fixity factor CF = 1.2. It was noted that an effective length of
one stringer spacing corresponds to adjacent stringers buckling
alternately inward and outward. This gives the fixity factor CF = 1.5.
For data comparison purposes, the value of CF = 1.2 was used.
The results of calculations for these three specimens and
comparisons with test values are shown in Table V.
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7.0 GENERAL IN,STABILITY OF ORTHOTROPICALLY
STIFFENED CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL
SHELLS UNDER ._XIAL COMPRESSION
7.1 General
Designing for the prevention of general instability in stiffened
cylinder_ usually centers around the choice of a suitable criterion to
establish dimensions for the circumferential stiffeners. In the past,
a number of empirical formulas have been proposed for this purpose.
One of the earliest of these wa_ proposed by the Guggenheim Aeronautical
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology (GALCIT), as an outgrowth
of their tests on small-scale cylinders [30] . Shortly thereafter the
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn Aeronautical Laboratory (PIBAL) proposed
a different criterion based on their own test results from similar
specimens [31] . Shanley _ 7 ] then drew upon both the GALCIT and PIBAL
data to generate the following empirical formula for the minimum frame
stiffness required to prevent general instability in stiffened cylinders
subjected to pure bending:
where
CfMD 2
mI = (7-1)
r a
E = Young's modulus
I = Centroidal moment of inertia for frame
r
Cf =Experimentally determined constant
M = Overall bendtng moment
D = Cylinder diameter
a = Frame spacing
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Although derived specifically for the case of pure ber,ding, this
formula has been widely used for cases of axial compression by con-
sidering the peak running load intensity to be the controlling factor.
Still another criterion was suggested by Becker [32] in 1958. This
approach employs ;"crtain geometrical features of the inward-bulge
along _vith an estimate of the elastic restraints afforded by the frames.
However, the Shanley formula still stands as the most widely known of
the various criteria proposed to date. In general, all of these
approaches represent oversimplifications of the problem in that they do
not grant recognition to all the important variables involved. Engineers
have long been wary of these criteria and have hedged their frame designs
through the use of generous safety factors _nd extensive proof-te_ting.
In recent years, a number of orthotropic shell formulations have
Theattracted incre_ising attentiun in connection with this problem.
most prominent of these are the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
The formulation derived by Thielemann [19] and subsequently
extended by Alnu-oth [2] ] .
Stein and Mayers' [3_ ] formulation originally developed
for the compressive buckling of sandwich cylinders.
The set of equations given by F1ugge _34] for cylindrical
shells which incorporate longitudinal and circumferential
stiffeners.
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For tie primary applic,ttion to be discussed here, the Thielemann
solution was selected in view of its simple for_ and the clarity with
which it identifies the important physical variables.
7.2 Bcckling Criteria
7.2.1 Thielemann Solution - The basic Thielemann _ormulation
to be cousidered here is v_'_ follows:
N=
!/2
(7-2)
where
= All
1/4
( 7'3 )
= Axial half-wavelength of buckle pattern
X *
= Circumferential half-wavelength of buckle
Y pattern.
The theoretical background for this equation has already been discussed
in Section 6.2olo As noted there, in order to _stablish the critical
buckling load (N) , equation (7-2) must be minimized. To achieve
X cr
- _2this, the curve of N veraus is examined to locate points of zero
slope. These points, together with twu additional limiting possibilities,
are then s_udied to determine whfch corresgonds to the lowermost
(and consequently N ) val_Je° The _ero-slope locations are found from
x
the relationship
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dY
= 0dX
(7-4)
where
y :_2
X= _ n
By performing this operation, the following result is obtained:
[,_,]x+ ]-o
(7-5)
(7-6)
Since this equation is of the form
aX2 + bX + ¢ = 0 (7-7)
its roots are easily found by direct application of the quadratic
formula. This yields the following:
[1-y] _i[y-1] 2 - 4_pgsy3/2 2 2 4_pOsy1/2+ 4_p y + 4_ s y -
2 [_s Y - _pyl/2]
(7-8)
From the second of equations (7-5), it is seen that negative X values require
that _ be imaginary. The physical _ignificance of the terms involved in
equation (7-3) show this circumstance to be incompatible with the realities
of the problem. Hence, negative X values are to be diucarded.
Similarly, no im, lgin,ury roots to equation (7-6) should be r_tained.
Hence, the solution proceeds by retaining only positive, re_l X values
which are then substituted into equation (7-2) to find the corresponding
!
N (and consequently N ) values.
X
At most, these constitute two load
values for which there can exist buckled equilibrium configurations.
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These configurations are described by the corresponding { and
X
t values. Two additional possibilities must also be considered.
Y
The first of these involves the axisymmetric (bellows) mode of buckling.
Equation (7-2) can be specialized to this case by allowing _ to
approach infinity. This gives
NO.__ _ = _" (7-9)
The only remaining possibility arises as _ approaches zero, in which
case equation (7_2) gives
_-_0 = 1 (7-1o)
m
The critical N (and consequently N ) value is selected as the lowermost
X
value from among N_ N__ 0 t _
and the corresponding te po_:,ive,
real X . In the interest of completer.essl it _ight be noted here thnt
m
the relationship between N and N is given by the first of equations
X
(6-5), which can be transposed into the following form:
Nx = All
The foregoing procedure can be employed to develop families of
curves of the type shown in Figure 14 • Separate families may be
plotted for particular selected _p values° Such curves are given by
Almroth in reference 20 . It can be established that all points along
the curve MQ involve the axisymmetric buckling mode (_ _). Hence t
the equation for this curve is simply N = _-. On the other hand t
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Figure 14 - Semi-Logarithmic Plot of N vs y
i
Constant
Constant
Log Scale
all points along the boundary QT involve the mode which is character-
ized by an infinite axial half-wavelength (_ 0) o ,kll points below these
two boundaries involve the so-called checkerboard mode.
In Part II of this reportt both approximate and detailed analysis
techniques are presented for the _eneral instability of stiffened circular
cylinders. The approximate method includes the use of a series of design
curves. This approach is based upon a modified version of e_uation (7-2) .
The modification incorporated constitutes an attempt to at least partially
account for the effects of finite _tringer spacings through a correction
factor CR . The role which £his factor plays is a consequence of the
axisymmetric behavior recognized above for those points which lie on
curve MQ in Figure 14 . The fact that the axisymmetric mode is
associated with the condition 8 _ _led to the conclusion that_ for this case_
GENERAL DYNAMICS
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/ DllAll
: _/_ =. / ---- (7-12)
D22A22V
monocoque cylinders.
When the monocoque
The constant A22 enters int6 this equation in the same way as the
hoop extensional flexib_lity enters into the widely-known analogy between
a beam on an elastic foundation and the axisymmetric deformation of
This analogy is aiscussed in reference 3S .
behavior is compared to that of cylinders with
discrete longitudinal stiffening_ it become_ clear that the A22 value
in equation (7-12) should reflect the difference in flexibility between
the discretely loaded ring of Figure 1Sa and its uniformly loaded counter-
part shown in Figure 15b • The C R correction factor1 which has been
W
W W , lbs Wc.lbs/in
W
W
W
R
W
(a) (b)
Figure 15 - Alternative Rin$ Loading Conditions
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employed for this purpose1 is sfmply a ratio of these two flexibilities.
To arrive at an appropriate expression for C R _ the followin_ form¢lla
_36] was used for the discretely loaded case:
[ < 1]sin20
where
(7-t3)
A = Radial deflection
R
O = Half-angle between discrete 2oad points_ r-adJ.ans.
The radial deflection for the uniformly loaded case is denoLed 5 R and
the following formula for this quantity is easily derived:
w R2
C
6R- A g
r
(7-14)
To establish a basis for comparison between these two situations, the
following relationship between W and w was employed:
C
W _ 2_R w (7-15)
N c
8
where
N
s
= Number of discrete load points for the ca_e of Figure 15a
(Number of stringers)
The factor C R is then defined as follows:
5R 1
CR = _R + 5R - AR
+ I
5 R
(7-16)
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By substituting equations (7-13), (7-14), and (7-15) into equation
(7-16), the following result is obtained:
CR = 1 (  ) R2ArjIr) (7-17)
where
sin20 _ + 2 -
(7-18)
and
N (7-19)
S
Equation (7-17) can be used to develop a family of curves of the form
shown in Figure 16 . Such curves were gener,_ted within the study covered
by this report, and are given in Part 11o It is pointed out that the form
1o0
C R
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of equation (7-18) leads to the usual numerical difficulties that one
encounters when handling small differences between relatively lnrge
numbers. :Therefore the C R curves given in Part II of this report were
plotted from digital computer results obtained to douLle-precision
accuracy.
For most realistic stiffened configurations, the stringer spacings
and frame dimensions will be such that the related CR value is
essentially unity. However, significantly lower valoes can result when
the frames are of shallow depth, a3 in the case of the GALCIT [307
specimens. In addition, the CR value can be separately employed to
assist in the interpretation of results from the Langley solution [57
discussed in Section 7.2.2 below. Its use for such purposes will be
further clarified in Part II.
To incorporate the C R factor into equation (7-2), it should be
observed that only the last term in the numerator of (7-2) retains any
significance as _ (the axisymmetric mode). By considering thi_ to
be _ boundary-type condition for the equation, the C R ratio is applied
only to that particular term. Thus, the modified expression becomes
1 + 2_ _y _2 + CRT_4 ]1/2
p , (7,-20)
= 2 84
P
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where
t '''.1, (7-..)
Some degree of clarity can be added to this formulation by noting
that, when Youngts modulus is the same in both the longitudinal and
circumferential directions, the parameter
Dll All
D22 A22
(7-22)
can be expreseed as
2
0 11
2 (7-23)
022
where
011 = Effective longitudinal radius of gyration of
8hell wall.
022 = Effective circumferential radius of gyration of
shell wall,
The proper means for computing D11 and P22 are presented in Part II.
_iuation (7-25) can now be substituted into equation (7-20) to obtain
N =
1 + 2_] _Pll_ 82 <_R Pll)2 412 1341 + 2_ sB +
1/2
(7-24)
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To facilitate the presentation of plots most suitable to the stipulations
of NASA Contract NAS8-11181_ equation (7-24) is rewritten in the following
equiw_lent form:
I _. D/$ _2 2/ I 1/2
\ /
, ,
where
D = Cylinder diameter.
a = Spacing between circumferential stiffeners.
Proceeding in a manner similar to that described earlier for equation
(7-2), equation (7-25) was minimized with respect to 62 by means of a
digital computer program. The Stromberg Carlson 4020 plotting machine
was used in conjunction with this program to obtain families of curves
of the type shown in Figure 17. In order to hold the _ _ves in Part II
m
N
a
= Constant
Ms = Constant
r_p ----" O
= Constant
P22
a
m
011
Log Scale
Figure 17 - Semi-Lo_arlthmtc Plot of Compressive
LoadtnK Coefficient For The General Instability of
,Stiffened Circular Cylinders
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to a reasonabl_ nurober, it was assumed that
'_ = = = 0 (7-26)p D12 D35
.:_ince this assumption will often result tn a n. e:ate degree of con-
ser_atism, it is a most useful approximation. The digital computer program
is presented in Section 18.5.1 to facilitate the plotting of addition
design curves or the determination of point solutions, _s the need arises.
It l._ :,otnted out, however, theft the minimization procedure currently bu:lt
into the program re(tuires that the input _ value always be zero.
P
7.2,,') .... _y Solution - '[_E N() ' ,, :.'ION U_,iL, ', THI; SECtiON I:?.
t,'i(l:_i{1LY L'tiAT OF REFERI_NCE 5. TIiiS SECTION CONT.IIN5 IT,_ C'_N LISTINGS
c)/,' l'il_:.;,_, 8YI_BOLS. HENCE, THE NOMENCLATURE P:._)VIDE9 IN "LIST OF SYb4BOLS _:
l}(),_i._ N_)[' A|)I)i..Y H_!iRE.
_rhe analysis methods discussed in Section 7.2.1 are consistent
_]th the prfmary intended spirit of this report in that they provide
_ocking tools for the purposes of preliminary sizing_ rough checking,
_r,d the study of trends. Even though approximate, these tools still
canstitu*.e improvements over most of the techniques currently in use for
the prediction of general instability in stiffened circular cyli lders.
Nevertheless, _Jttention will now be focused upon the inherent short-
cc)min_ of the approximate approach and means will be indicated through
whi.:h _m,re detailed analysis can be accomplished.
:',,_nv_-_ir Division
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In the first place1 it should be recalled that the general in-
stability curves presented in this report are only for the special
case of _p = 0 i where _p is defined by the third of equations
(6-5)° It is noted that the assumption of _p = 0 is equivalent to
neglecting the two stiffnesses D12 and D33 defined by equations (6-4).
Heuce, this simplification should introduce some conservatism into the
analysis. However_ since the analyst might sometimes be equipped with
rel++able means for the computation of these elastic constants1 it would
be desirable to + remove the _p = 0 requirement inherent in the digital
computer program of Section 18.3.1. This could be readily accomplished
and it is recommended that such a task be included in future studies.
The most serious limitation of the approximate methods given in
the preceding section lies in their neglect of eccentricities which can
be a major factor in the buckling process. Their influel_ces must be
carefully evaluated before the analyst can grant final acceptance to a
pdrticular design. Therefore1 in this report it was considered necessary
to _nclude appropriate leans for conducting a general instability anaiysis
which accounts for eccentricities of longitudinal and/or circumferential
stiffeners. Such a tool is given in _ection 18.3o2 in the form of a
digital computer program which solves the basic buckling equation
GENERAL DYNAMICS
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,t_. t,,, ,1 i __ :, N"L'_ l_glcy Research Center in reference 5. Where
,te:;_r,:,!, t}.l_ _., ,_,_',,m _.an likewise account for finite-length effects
!..? ,., .'l,'t,_., _ _ i t,,t_Lal ttumber_ of half-w,,ves i._ cotlsldered.
t_, .d,titiu_; li;_ i: _._J,m, can be used to study some interaction
t,h_ ,,,.,,'_,, _t,a(_, -,_ J,:.., ,)_,t ot ._imultaneous application of axial com-
l,._,_.:_(_,, a_.t _,c:._.:e diiferentials (either positive or negative).
_'.,_-v,._ i_ Lm_.t _._,: ,._;.!_;La_i_,ed here that the Langley solution does not
,_c ;_,_ fox ,._ ot ti_e discontinuity-type deformations which result
i, ...... _.,_,_e :titt<te.tiois. These effects can be very important. Ir,
._.t,_, _ ,_,, _Le _,._,._ u._l,_tian cannot handle cases involving the applxca-
;, .... _ _x;, ct,:,_ _¢1_,,_ loadlng in the surface of the ahello However,
_ • ,.,_ (t+,l i_,_ tbe_t-y _ouid be readily extended to cover such
..... i,l_t|_:, t_ _t_ obvious application to cylinders which incorporate
b,,(l_ ,_,_,i(u.l_,_,.l ,rid _itcumferential stiffening, the subject digital
_.,,_h,_(, p_ o_r._ _a,. al_o be applied to cylinders which are stiffened
_.,_S_ ',,_ th_ i ra_tt _,|l_idl direction. Specialization to this case is
_, ,-_ . ,_ tl,;, ,,_h t.,t_ i_put ',_tiues. 'rherefore_ until such time as the
t ,l_l,e,,_..l,:Lu._,.. :ll_.'oth program [lO] might be generalized for broader
r_,.'. _, :t_, :, _: _ r. ,.o_aat. nded that the programmed Langley eolution be
,...,.,i t,, t ,,L ', _!_,a _mal$_,i_ of longitudinally stiffened cylinders_
_,, ;.... _t _ • , _..., _e,_ lot ° the detailed analysta of configurations
,._,_ l, ,,._,,_,,,_ _ ._. loa_gitudinal and circumferential stiffeners.
' I!11' | I t',i , i *_i ,,t
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The Langley solution was developed in reference 5 by Block,
Card, and Mikulas by first formulating expressions for the changes
in strain energy due to the buckling displacements. This change in
strain energy for the basic cylindrical skin is found from the following:
2_R a
f( .,x,_c = 2" N c + _ + N c - M w
. xx yy x _xx
0 0
where
Nx, Nxy , Ny,
M , Mxy , Mx y
+ 2MxyW,xy - MyW,yy /_ dx dy (7-27)
= Stress resultants of basic cylindrical skin.
_:x' Cy, Yxy
C
X
Y
R
a
= Strains at middle surface of basic cylindrical
skin.
= Cha,age (due to buckling displacements) in
strain energy of basic cylirdric,il skin.
= LGngi tudinaI direction.
= Circumferential direction.
= Cylinder radius.
= Overall length of cylinder.
The manner in which Block, et al. formulate the stress result_mts
facilitates analysis where the basic cylindrical skins themselve_ h_tvc
orthotropic properties. Proceeding then to the longitudinal stiffening
elements, their change in strain energy is found from the following:
GENI_RAL DYNAMICS
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S
2
ss 2
s dA ÷ w dxdy
= 5 d s d ,x
0 a
(7-a8)
where
S
Change (due to buckling displacements) in strain
energy of longitudinal stiffener.
A
8
Cross-sectional area of longitudinal stiffener (no
cylindrical akin included).
¢
X
8
= Longitudinal strain of longitudinal stiffener.
d = Stringer spacing.
G
8
= Shear modulus of longitudinal stiffener.
J = Torsional constant of longitudinal stiffener.
S
w = Radial displacement.
The change in strain energy of the circumferential sgiffeners is found
from
2
,[ / r,r OJ 2nr = _ t dA + r.._r
0 0 r g w, xy dxdy ( 7-29 )
r
where
r
Ring spacing.
Subscript denoting ring (circumferential stiffener
not including any cylindrical skin).
The change in the potential energy of the external loading is obtained
from the following:
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_L = - _ _ w + N w dx dy (7-50)
x _x y ,y
0 0
where
_L Change (due to buckling displacements) in
potential energy of external loading.
u
N
X
Stress resultant (positive in compression) obtained
by considering the basic cylindrical skin and the
longitudinal stiffeners to be loaded with a uniform
normal stress in the longitudinal direction.
m
N
Y
Stress resultant (positive in compression) obtained
by considering the basic cylindrical skin and the
circumferential stiffeners to be loaded with a uniform
norma! stress in the circumferential direction.
The chenge (due to buckling displacements) in the total potential energy
of the system can then be expressed as follows:
+ _ + K +
T¢ = XC S r L
(7-31)
The next step is tG employ the principle of stationary potential energy
to arrive at a set of equilibrium equations in terms of the buckling
displacements u , v , and w which are measured in the coordinate
directions using the middle-surface of the basic cylindrical skin ._s the
reference surface. Block, et al. then obtained a solution to these
equations by assuming boundary conditions of simple support (w = M =X
N = v = O) and the following set of displacement functions:
X
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a R
W
" tHE _ n_v L-,ltt---- _itl
a R
a R
(7-32)
Ill -
tl ":
Number of longitudinal half-waves in buckle pattern.
_umtJer of full wdve_ in the buckle pattern in the
circumferential direction.
!
-+N , NY I AI2A25-A13A_2 1 A I__..__--
= A33 " AllA22_A122 5
+ " 2 A23
ALIA22-AI2
._,+_+ tt_e _ +_ _r, tunccions of the material properties, the geometry
,+t t_ , , _1 _4,,, , _,_ the shape of the buckle pattern. These functions
,_e <;v(n in _,,:cti()n 18.3_2 aed will not be reproduced here. NOTE THIT
Its,. x '_ _,_ _,;_(l.t'l(),_ (?-55) +t|_ NOT 'PilE ELASTIC CONSTANTS DEFINED BY
_J
(7-55)
+ar, Nt I¢Vl I)YN.tPilt'5
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Equation (7-53) is the fundamental buckling criterion that
emerges from the Langley derivation. It should be observed that this
equation does neching more than establish N and N w_lues which
x y
are capable of maintaining the cylinder in deformed configurations
corresponding to particular numbers of half-waves in the longitudinal
and circumferential directions. Calling upon the bifurcation concept
discussed in Section 6.2.1, it follows that the critical buckling load
can be established by exploring the possible deformed equilibrium con-
figurations for a minimum-load condition. The digital computer program
of Section 18.3.2 operates in precisely this manner. Through the input,
the analyst prescribes the ranges and increments of m and n to be
investigated. The machine computes the N or N values corresponding
x y
to each of these configurations and prints out the lowermost load en-
countered. This program was developed under NASA Contract NAS8-11181
primarily tv assist in the evaluation of test da_a and, since these data
provided a basis for selecting the m and n to be explored, the current
program is quite adequate for such applications. _tcking thi_ prior
knowledge of the buckle pattern, the user will find the program to be
less satisfactory. Hence, future work in this area should include further
development of this program. In particular, automatic means should be
incorporated to establish the minimum-load conctition without any need for
the analyst to prescribe the wave patterns to be screened. This procedure
should recognize the possibility for laultiple reldtive minima to emerge
from equatir, n (7-35) if a study reveals that such situations might be
encountered.
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Although the Langley solution can be considered suitable to
final analysis, it is not intended that the reader interpret this to
mean that this is a perfectly rigorous tool. At best, it represents a
state-of-the-art capability in a rapidly changing technology. For one
thing, it should be noted that this solution is based on monocoque
shell theory and its application to discretely stiffened cylinders is
achieved by the conventional smearing-out technique. For this purpose,
the elastic properties of the discrete stiffeners are averaged over the
entire shell surface to obtain an "equivalent" monocoque analysis
model. In addition, the Langley solution in its present form only treats
boundary conditions of classical simple support. Furthermore, it is based
on the assumption that the pre-buckling displacements are perfectly
cylindrical. That is, no pre-bucklin_ bending of the shell wall is
considered. Consequently, neither end moment effects nor influences due
to localized restraint to Poisson-ratio hoop growth can be treated.
GENERAL DYNIMICS
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7,3 Comparisons Against Test Data
The methods proposed in this report for the approximate analysis
of general instability in cylinders with both longitudinal _ind cir-
cumferential stiffening were evaluated by comparing calcul,lted critical
stresse_ against the test data of reference 29. The results from this
investigation are given in Tables VI_ VII I and VIII. The predictions
were based on the critical compressive loading coefficient N obtained
from the digital computer program of Section 18.3.1. This is the same
program that was used to plot the general instability design curves given
in Section 13.2. However_ attention is drawn to the fact that all of the
subject specimens incorporated appreciable stiffener eccentricities andt
to assess their £nfluences_ it proved necessary to also employ the digital
computer program of Section 18.3o2.
" In all cases_ the stringers were Z-shaped while hat-shaped frames
were used. The stringers were external and spot-welded to the basic
cylindrical skin whereas the frames were internal and riveted. The
stringer cross-sectional dimensions were such that they did not ex-
perience any local buckling. The entire construction was of 7075-T6
aluminum alloy for which the following properties were assumed:
E = lO.3xlO 6 psi
G = 4.0xlO 6 psi
In order to establish base-line results, the correlation (knock-down)
factor F was assumed to be unity.
G_NERAL DYNAMICS
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All of the specimens were tested to failure under pure bending
moment. Consistent with the conclusions of Section 8.0, the theoretical
critical running load under pure bending was considered _o be the same
as that for uniform axial compression. Since each specimen experienced
early buckling of the isotropic skin panels, it was required that
effective skin widths and reduced in-plane skin shear stiffnesses be
used in the analyses. These values are, of course, dependent upon the
posLbuckling capabilities of the isotropic skins. In particular, the
effective skin widths were based on equations (A2) and (A3) of reference
16 while the in-plane shear rigidities of the buckled skin panels were
obtained using reference 37. In order to introduae these phenomena into
the analyses, it was necessary to employ the following trial-and-error
iterative procedure:
1. Assume a value for the critical general instability stress.
2. Based on the value assumed in Step (1), compute effective
skin widths and the in-plane shear stiffness of the isotropic
skin panels.
3. Calculate the critical stress for general instability.
4. Compare the result from Step (3) against the value assumed
in Step (]). If adequate agreement is obtained, no further
iteration_ are required. _owever, when this is not the case,
one must assume a new value for the critical general in-
stability stress and repeat the computational cycle.
GENER,kL DYNAHICS
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For the analyses presented here, the first iterations were per-
formed using the digital computer program of Section 18.3.1. ltence,
at this point1 no consideration was given to eccentricities. The
initial assumed stress values were taken to agree with the test data.
The results from these computations are given in Table VI. The second
iterations were performed in exactly the same manner except that the
output stresses from the first iterations were selected as the new
initially assumed values. Once again, no consideration was given to
eccentricities. The results from these computations are given in
Table VII. Note that close agreement was obtained between the assumed
critical stress and the computed values. Hence, no further iterations
were made.
Since eccentricity influences were not considered for any of the
calculated critical stresses in Tables YI and VII, these results cannot in
themselves provide a valid basis for evaluation of the basic analysis
method. Therefore_ it was necessary that further analysis be undertaken
to determine the degree by which the eccentricities would alter the pre-
dictions. This was accomplished by using the digital computer program of
Section 18.5.2 to obtain the results presented in Table VIII. As shown
there_ for each specimen_ two separate runs were made with this program.
The first run used the same input stiffnesses as were used in the seccnd-
iteration calculation. In addition, once again_ eccentricities were not
considered. The result_ obtained from this run are listed in columr.
of Table VIII. Note that_ as expected, these values correspond very closely
GENERAL DYNAMICS
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_o the sec_J_J_t-lter_,Lion results. The small differences can be
attributed to th_ fact that, when using the program of Section 18.3.2,
co_'A_ide='_i,_n _a::, or_ly given to buckle patterns having integral numbers
of axial half-waves and circumferential full-waves= On the other hand,
the program of _ection lfl.3.1 is based on an infinite-length cylinder
solution fo_ which no such restrictions are imposed. This point was
explored to some degree by running the Section 18.3.2 program for
specimen I-i allowing for non-integral numbers of the respective half
and full-waves. This gave the result (N) = 1,038 which provided
X
cr
agreement to foul' _ignificant figures with the second-iteration value
sho_n in Table _rI_.
For t[_t: =ec_,ad runs with the Section 18.5.2 program, the input
values were _el¢,=ted as prescribed in that _ection including the
appropriate eccentricities. Once again the effective widths and in-
t_t_ne skin panel _hear stiffnesses were taken from the second-iteration
,lata, The re_ults obtained from this run are listed in column of
£_ble VIIi. Conh)_rison of the results in columns _ and 4_ of this
t_ble provided an ecce_ltricity factor as shown. This factor was then
.,l,piled to the s_c_)nd-iteration results to obtain the final (Calculated
t, /re._t o ) z.ttios.
,: r t:
in l_._le._ Vi, VII, and VIII, the test failure modes for the various
,,,pecinten._ ,,_¢ i,_,_tifted as follows:
(;l : General Instability
t:l = Panel Instability
(see Glossary)
(see Glossary)
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All the calculated o values are ba_ed on tile Keneral in-
cr
sttibility mode of failure. Hence_ for specimen II-4, the comparison
ratio (Calculate,l Oc_/Te_t o ) is somewhat hig:er than tile value
" Cr
which would have been attained if panel instability had been prevented.
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8.0 INTERACTION BEHAVIOR
8.1 General
For cylinder loading conditions involving axial compression
combined with other applied loadings such as pure bending, shear, or
external pressure, it has been convenient to represent nondimensionally
the results of isotropic cylinder theory on charts by the well known
so-called interaction curves. For example, Figure 18 shows how the
relationship between two types of loadings may be repre._ented graphically.
f(R 1 R2) = I.O
I
RI 1.O
Figure 18 - Example Interaction Curve
R 1 is the ratio of an applied load or stress to the critical w_lue for
that type of loading acting alone and R2 is similarly defined for the
second type of loading. Curves of the type shown in _igure 18 are con-
venient to use in design analysis since any calculated point within the
area bounded by the curve indicates that stability exists for the
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particular loading combination. Further, an indication of the margin of
safety is given by the ratio of distances from the point to the curve
and the origin. Calculations to obtain the point (R I _ R2) involve only
the evaluation of the critical values for each type of loading acting
alone "nd dividing these into the applied loads.
For isotropic cylindrical shells, it has _en the practice to
represent the interaction relationship for two combined loadings by means
of a single curve of the type shown in Figure 18 . The findinj_s of this
study show that this is generally not true for stiffened cylindrical
shells and that each particular stiffened shell geometry may have a
unique interaction curve or belong to one of a family of such curves
whlcll is required to describe a desired range of geometry parameters.
A detailed analysis of existing theory to establish possible
parametric representation of families for interaction curves was beyond
the scope of this study. However, interaction of axial compression with
the cases of external pressure and internal pressure was in_estiKated
neglecting eccentricities of stiffening elements from the skin for
three arbitrary stiffened cylinder configurations: one circumferentially
Itifft a typical frame/strlnger geometry, and one longitudinally stiff.
The latter two geometries were also investigated including eccentricities.
r_e digital computer program discussed in Section 18.3.2 e_nployed the
,_nalysi_ of reference 5 and was used to perform these numerical
interaction computations. No actual analyses or numerical computations
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were performed for the cases of combined axial compression with pure
bending or shear although recommendations based on avuilable in-
formatim are presented in this section regarding the treatment of
these loading combinations.
8.2 Axial Compression and Pure Bending
Interaction relationships for the case of combined axial com-
pression and pure bending require determination of critical values for
each loading acting independently. The critical loading for uniform
axial compression may be determined by the methods discussed in Sections
6 and 7; however, there is current disagreement regarding the critical
loading for the case of pure bending of orthotropic cylinders. For
example, the results of reference 38 indicate that the buckling stresses
for orthotropic cylinders under bending or axial compression loading are
equal while reference 39 shows for a particular corrugated cylinder with
internal rings that the buckling stress due to pure bending is approx-
imately 1.23 times the buckling stress for uniform axial compression.
A related situation existed for isotropic cylinders and is worthy
of note. An analysis of non-uniform axial co_npression preuented in
references 40 and 54 indicated that for an assumed buckle wave form,
the critical stress for' buckling due to bending alc ne was 1.3 times
the stress for pure compression. The calcul,_tion was cited by Timoshenko
_41 ] without a qualifying statement as to the assumed buckle wave length.
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Because test data seemed to substantiate the existence of such an
increase, the 1,3 factor was used for decades as a general rule. Only
recently did tile small deflection analysis of reference 42 reveal that
the ratio of bending and compressive stresses can vary widely with
longitudinal wave lengths and that minimization with respect to wave
length gives the maximum critical bending stress equal, for all
practical purposes, to the critical compressive stress.
The apparent increase st bending strength over compressive
strength indicated by isotropie test data may be explained by considera_
tton of the sensitivity of such cylinders to localized geometrical de-
fects. These defects are a dominant factor used to explain the severe
reduction of isotropic compressive data from classical theory. Since_
under hending_onty a staall portion of the cylinder circumference ex-
periences stresses which initiate the buckling process, there is a
statistical influence from the probability of occurrence of defects or
weak spots in that portion of the cylinder wail. For uniform axial com-
pression, every element of the wall is equally stressed so that the random
occurrence of defects would be more deleterious. The boundary conditions
may have similar relative influences on the two cases. Furthermore,
carefully conducted experiments [ 43 ] on the stability of unstiffened
thin-walled cylindrical shells indicate that under nonuniformly dis-
tributed axial loading, buckling will occur when the maximum stress
reaches the critical ].sad for uniform compression°
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The practical case of orthotropic cylindrical shells having
discrete stiffeners eccentric from the skin has not been sufficiently
analyzed for pure bending to permit definite conclusions re_arding the
comparison of critical bending and axial loadings. The analysis of
reference 38 neglects eccentricities but concludes_ as in the case of
isotropic cylinders_ that the critical axial and bending stresses are
essentially the same for orthotropic cylinder_ The analysis further
concluded that the appropriate interaction relationship was linear:
Rc + Rb = 1.0 (8-1)
where Rc and Rb are ratios of applied stress to buckling stress for
axial compression and pure bending respectively.
Reference 38 also reports test data obtained on longitudinally,
circumferentially and grid stiffened cylinders_ each having outside stiff-
ening elements whose eccentricity from the skin would uot be expected to
be very important. Correlation of the data of that reference was shown
to be within approximately 90-98% of the pure bending theory proposed
there. Time was not available to compare these tests with the analyses
of Sections 6 and 7 of this report as the data _ere obtained too late
in the study. Two combined loading tests were also conducted and re-
ported in reference 38. These test results are shown in Figure 19
as are some of the pure bending results and axial compression data of
reference 58 from which the figure was obtained.
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1.O
%
.8
.6
.4
,2
(Reference 38)
Longitudinally Stiffened
Ring .Stiffened
, ,, [ _ _ . 1 (4)
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .O 1.2
R
C
Flgure 19 - Combined Axial and Bending Loading
Interaction Curve for Orthotropic
Cylindera (from reference 38)
U
B
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Although reference 39 indicates significant theoretical in-
crease in bending strength over axial compression for a particular
corrugated cylinder with internal rinks, it is recommended that the
conclusions of reference 38 be adopted for design practice until
further investigation of the case of bending of stiffened cylindrical
shells is accomplished and substantiated by careful tests of realistic
specimens. Thereforet until more conclusive results are obtained, it
is recommended that for pure bending_ the critical running load or
maximum stress be considered theoretically the same as that for uniform
axial compression presented in Sections 6 and 7 of this report. It is
further concluded that the linear interaction relationship of equation
(8-1) should be used presently for design. Because it is unknown what
effects boundary conditionst mode of failure (panel instability,
general instability)t prebuckling of skin panels, etc. have on the inter-
action relation, further theoretical and testing efforts are indicated.
8.5 Axial Compression and External Pressure
Interaction behavior for stiffened cylinders under combined
axial compression and external radial pressure was investigated using the
theor) of reference 5. The effects of prebuckling deformations due to
wall differential pressure and discreteness of stiffening elements were
completely neglected in the analysis. These discontinuity-type bendin_
deformations are likely important for all but very closely spaced
stiffenin_ geometries where monoco,lue behavior may be approached.
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The for,uulati-n of the theocy of reference 5 .nd the form
of the resulting st,t, ility relationship make it i_l(:all.v _t, ited for
application to the case of axial compres.qion and _all di fferential
; o thepressures. ,Is may be seen in C(luatio_ (7-35) of ::_ecti,_n 7._.-,
stability relationship is expressed tn terfns of al, i;lied lunning
loadi ng:_, and "t_ , and varic, us stiffness par_une, ter'.s A..
X y 1 .]
involving material and geometric properties, iLffect.s ,_f eccentricities
of the stiffening elements are included.
The digital con_puter program described in t_e(:tt,_n 18.3.2 was
used to apply this stability relatinnship to three ari,itr_ry examples
of stiffened cylinder geometries whicl_ may be desccll)ed in terms of
the parameters defined in -_ection 18.3.'2 as;
Example 1: (Typical Frame/Stringer Stiffened Cont',_,.,:t:,ti()n)
R = Cylinder Radius. 58.6 in.
a = ()retail Length := 72 in.
d : St.ringer SpacinR : 2.t8 in.
_, = Ring Spacing = 6°00 in.
g = 1.SxlO (i lhs,/in. E
x Y
D = 250 it)-in. D
x Y
G : 2,10 `) psi l)
xy x ,;
ta x ' = 0,25 l' 'Y
t). 30 l_
x
g
E _ 30xlO" ps, l F
S I'
. 06
'_I It)s/in.
500 1 b-in.
2()0 1 b-in.
O. t3
¢i. t0
JZx 106 psi.
(IENERII. I)YN_MI(;S
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G = 12xlO 6 psi. G = 1OxlO 6 psi.
A = 0.02C sq. in. A : 0.040 sq. in.
= r
4 4
I = 0.005 in. I = 0.010 in.
0 o
a 4 r 4
J = 0.004 in. J = 0.006 in.
s r
Z = 0 Z = 0
S r
Example 2: (Circumferentially Stiff Configuration)
Same as Example 1 except that:
= Ring Spaclng = 0.5 in.
Example 3: (Lcn_itudinally Stiff Configuration)
Same as Example 1 except that:
= Ring Spacing = 72 in.
Examples 1 through 3 neglected the effects of stiffener eccentricities
and therefore apply for the case of stiffener centroids located at the
skin midsurface. The following examples were also investigated including
stiffener eccentricities.
Example 4; (Stiffening elements outside)
Same as Example 1 except that
m m
z = 0.50 in. and z = 0.75 in.
S r
Example 5: (Stiffening elements outside)
Same as Example 3 except that
m I
z = 0.50 in. and z = 0.75 in.
s r
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Various critical combinations of axial compression (N) and externalx
radial compression (N) were determined for each of the precedingY
examples so that interaction curves could be plctted. The result_ are
tabulated in Table IX and plotted in Figure 20 where example
numbers corresponding to Table IX are shown in parentheses. As may
be _een in Figure 20 , widely differing interaction relationships
exist for combined axial compression and external radial pressure. Not
only basic geometry affects the curves, but the inclusion of eccentricity
can have a _ignificant influence. It is likewise probable that boundary
conditions, prebuckling deformations, and other influences affect the
shape of the appropriate interaction curve for a given stiffened cylinder.
In view of the unknowns involved, it is recommended that until more
complete analyses become available, the following si,aple linear inter-
action relation be used for design:
The quantity
R + R = I.O (8-2)
x y
R is the ratio of applied axial loading to the critical
X
value of axial loading if acting alone and R is the ratio of applied
Y
circumferential loading to the critical value of circumferential loading
if acting alone.
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TABLE IX
Calculated Data for Interaction
Example Configurations - Axial
Compression and External Radial Pressure
EXAMPLE
2
5
N
Y
O
309
567
619
791
928
1014
1237
O
1761
5521
4985
5282
5699
6571
7042
0
62
74
124
185
195
219
247
X
7868
7452
5901
5450
5934
2725
1967
0
15157
14556
15915
11568
9951
7579
5789
0
4089
5282
5066
2215
1148
1022
560
0
m
4
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
l
I
1
I
1
1
1
1
I
n
7
7
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
6
N
Yo
0
,25
.459
,50
•659
.75
,820
1
0
.25
.50
• 708
.75
•809
•905
1
0
N
X
i
m
N
X
O
1
.947
.75
.695
.50
.546
.25
0
1
.959
.918
.75
.655
.50
.25
0
7 .25
7 .501
7 .50
7 .75
7 .780
7 •888
8 1
.8O5
.75
.542
.'81
,25
.157
0
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TABLE IX
(Continued)
Calculi,ted Data for
Interaction Example Configurations -
Axial Compreasion and External
P_dial Pressure
_:KhMPLE
4
5
m
N
Y
0
266
395
533
632
799
868
1065
0
62
125
187
225
25O
N
X
8347
7396
6260
5049
4174
2701
2086
0
4301
5405
2526
1247
564
0
m
3
1
1
]
1
1
1
1
I1
7
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
N
._22
N
Y
O
0
.25
.371
• 50
• 593
.75
.816
1
0
.25
• 50
• 75
.90
1
X
N
X
0
1
.886
• 75
• 605
.50
.324
.25
0
1
• 792
• 5,tl
.290
.131
0
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R
Y
1.0
.8
.6
N
=..X__
u
N
Yo
.4
.2
0
EXAMPLE CONFI GURAPION
Without Eccentricities (1)
.th Eccentricities (4)
2 2
+. R = 1
x y
(Ref.)
0 .2 .4 ,6 .8 l.O
X
R _
X
0
Figure 20 - Stability Interaction Results for
Combined Axial Compression and
External Radial Pressure
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8.4 Axial Compression and Internal Pressure
The procedures followed in Section 8.3 for external pressure
were also applied to the case of internal pressure and axial com-
pression. The theory of reference 5 was employed using the digital
computer program of Section 18.3o2 of this report. This required that
the prebuckling deformations caused by wall differentia] pressure and
discreteness of _tiffening eIements be neglected.
The five example configurations listed in Section 8.3 were also
used for the axial loading and internal pressure investigation. The
results are shown in Table X and Figure 21 where the example numbers
are shown in parentheses. The circumferential tensile loading due to
internal pressure is shown nondimensionally in terms of the circumferential
critical compressive loading. It can be seen that stiffening configuration
and eccentricities play significant roles in the interaction and that each
configuration has a unique curve or belongs to one of a family of curves.
The identification of appropriate parameters to represent this interaction
in families of curves was not attempted in this study so that the recommended
procedure for analysis is to employ the computer program of Section 18.S.2
to obtain the indicated critical loading. The progra_ may be used to find
either the critical value of N to support a given N or a maximum
y x x
for a given N • The results from such an analysis must be used with
Y
caution because of the neglect of the pressure induced prebuckling de-
formations. However, the analysis supplies the best available estimate
for combined axial compression and internal pressure and should give
reasonable elastic estimates for many practical configurations. No known
test data are available for comparison purposes which suggests a fertile
area for future effort.
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T A_H_E X
Calculatea Data for Interaction
Example Configurations- Axial
Compression and Internal Rad£al Pressure
EXAMPLE
3
m
N
Y
1237
0
-309
-618
-1237
-2474
-4948
-12369
7042
0
-1761
-3521
-7042
-14085
-28170
-70424
247
0
-62
-124
-247
-494
-988
-2470
X
0
7868
8202
8555
9189
10,071
11,339
15,809
0
15,157
15,665
16,096
16,958
18,245
19,866
22,989
0
4089
4569
4917
5427
6046
7033
8868
m
I
4
4
4
4
5
5
6
1
5
6
6
6
7
7
9
n
5
7
7
7
6
7
6
5
4
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
8
6
8
8
8
8
8
7
N
.Y
w
N
Yo
1
0
-.25
-. 50
-1
-2
-4
-10
1
0
-°25
-. 50
-1
-2
-4
-10
1
0
-.25
-.50
-1
-2
-4
-10
x
N
x
0
0
1
1.042
l. 0_15
1. 168
1.2HO
1.441
1. 753
0
]
1 .054
1 .06:2
I . 11.9
1.2t3.1
1 .Jll
1 .517
0
1
1.11H
1. 205
1.327
1. ,179
1.7;20
2. 196
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TABLE X
(Continued)
Calculated Data for Interaction
Example Configurations - Axial
Compression and Internal Radial Pressure
EXAMPLE
4
5
w
N
Y
1065
0
- 266
- 553
-1065
-2151
-4262
-10654
250
0
- 62
- 125
- 250
- 500
- 1000
- 2499
i
I
N
X
0
8347
8661
8948
9523
10,265
11,305
13,117
0
4501
4938
5290
5848
6474
7560
8947
m n
1 6
5 7
4 7
4 7
4 7
5 7
6 6
7 5
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
5
8
6
8
8
8
8
8
7
m
N
N
Yo
1
0
-.25
-.50
-I
-2
-4
-i0
1
0
-.25
-. 50
-1
-2
-4
-10
i
N
X
u
X
0
0
I
1.038
1. 072
1.141
1.230
1.354
1.571
0
1
1.148
1.250
1.560
1.505
1.711
2.080
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iii
O
_I >,<
I: 17-
Figure 21 - Stability Interaction Results for
Combined Axial Compression and
Internal Radial Pressure
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8.5 Axial Compression and Shear
The case of combined axial compression and shear is not
covered by any of the theoretical approaches of thi_ report since in-
plane shear Ioadings are not included in the analyses. It would be
expected that, as in the combined loading cases discussed in the
previous paragraphs, geometry of stiffening, eccentricities, etc. would
again influence the interaction relationship so that individual interaction
curves or families of curves would be necessary to be accurate. No known
theory or test results are available which are directly applicable to the
case of axial compression and shear stability interaction for stiffened
cylinders. The most applicable information appears in reference 44
which presents test data on interaction between pure bending and torsion
on frame/stringer stiffened cylinders. Although the loading combination
tested was pure bending with t_rsion rather than the desired combination
of axial compression and shear, maximum applied stresses due to each
loading are combined in both cases as contrasted, for example, to pure
bending and transverse shear where maximum stresses occur in widely
differing locations on the specimen. The results of tests from reference
44 are shown in Figure 22 which was taken from that reference. These
results indicate interaction relations of the form
)2o + ( IT° = 1 (8-3)
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Or
o/c + ('_/'e)2 = 1
0 0
there 0 = apt)lied axial compressive stress
= critical value of a if actin!_, alone
0
= applied shearin< stress (torsion)
= critical value of z if acting _slone
o
is may be seen in Figure 22, the data follow the trend of e,!uations
(8-3) or (8-4) depending upon stiffener spacing for the p;irticul;tr b;_sic
geometry tested. Thi_ further substantiates the influence of ._tiffenin_
geometry on inter_c_;ion rel,_.t-on_[_ips and implies that these two inter-
action relations can be unconservative for other geonctries. UrLti!
adequate theory and/or tests become available for the o_sc of _tt,cfe_t:d
cylinders under axial compression and shear, it is therefore recommended
that the linear interact/oil rel;ltion be used for prelimin(lry ew_lultions:
3- m " l
e_ -c (8-5)
0 0
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o
O
1.0
.8
.6
o ,.4
.2
I o
OOX
0
×
A
"_. _ \ o 2
\ \ o
× _o.
o O0
a + I
o \ \o
Stiffener Spacing 5.06" \
Stiffener Spacing 2..55"
Stiffener Spacing 2.55"
| I I ,,
O .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
T
0
2
0
= i
= 1
FiKure 22 - Interaction of Pure Bendin_
and Torsion for Stiffened C_rlinders
(data from reference 44)
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9.0 INITIAL IHPERFECTIONS
For isotropic cylinders under axial compression, the wide dis-
parity between ciassical theory and test results has frequently been
blamed solely on initial imperfections and the shape of the postbuckling
equilibrium path. However, recent theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions have identified that a significant portion of the difference can be
attributed to test boundary conditions that differ from those assumed in
the classical analysis. The current design practice for isotropic cylinders
is to lump together both of these influences along with other known or un-
known factors through the u_e of an empirical correlation (knock-down)
factor. This factor is denoted here by the symbol F . Hence, the
design buckling load for an isotrop2c cylinder may be established as
follows:
/ ( (9-1)
x }cr \"x ]CL
The factor F is generally recognized to be a function of the r,_tio
R/t . Variois sources have proposed different relationships in this
regard. The differences here usually arise out of chosen statistical
criteria or out of the particular test data selected as the empiric;_l
basis. For the purposes of this report, attention is called to ref-
erence 15 which developes a lower-bound criterion that can be pre_ented
in the manner of Figure 23 • Note that the equation for the curve
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I°0
r
F = 1 -0.901 (l-e -_)
where
1 R
Log Scale
Figure 23 - Semi-Logarithmic Plot of F vs R/t For
Unstiffened Isotropic C_li.nders Under Axial Compression
in this figure may be written as follows:
r = 1 -0.901 (l-e -¢)
where
1 R
This same criterion was employed in the OPtiON 1 analysis for the
buckling of isctropic skin panels (See Section 5o0). Although written
in sIi_htly different form, equations (5-6) and (5-7) can be easily
transformed into equations (9-1) through (9-5)° _1_o note that this
same criterion is recommended in reference 11 .
(9-2)
(9-5)
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For stiffened cylindrical shells, the limited available test
data tends to indicate that the predictions from classical small-
deflection theory are more nearly approached than in the ca_e of
thin-walled isotropi, cylinders. This undoubtedly is the result of
the stiffened configurations being effectively "thick". Therefore,
the currently popular viewpoint is to consider small-deflection theory
as directly applicable to many practical stiffened shells. Neverthless,
to account for uncertainties and to guard against reckless extra-
polation into extreme parameter ranges, it is suggested here th_l_ a
correlation (knock-down) factor be retained in the analysis of stiffened
cylinders. This should result in reasonably conservative compressive
strength estimates which can be confidently emplvyed in the desiogn of
actual hardware. One of the major obstacles to a refined development
of stiffened-cylinder correlation factors is the lack of sufficient
test data for a thorough empirical determination. In the fnce of this
deficiency, it becomes necessary to employ the isotropic data in con-
junction with an effective thickness concept. For example, the curve
of Figure 23 might be applied to stiffened cylinders if the ratio R/t
is replaced by an appropriate R/tef f ratio. The crux of the problem
then reduces to the choice of a _uitable criterion for the establishment
of t . Toward this end, note that, for the monocoque shell, the
elf
local radius of gyration of the shell wall can be expressed as follows:
t (9,-4)
-t=
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This gives the following relationship:
t : _ 0 (9-5)
It should be recognized that equation (9-5) gives the monocoque wall
thickness that will plovide a given local radius of gyr_ition value.
Most of the effective thickness concepts used for relatin_ mol,ccoque
cylinder behavior to stiffened-shell mechanisms are b_sed on this simple
relationship. That is, it is assumed that equal sensitivity to initial
imperfections, etc.,results from equivalence of the local radii of
gyration. However, tills equivalence is rather difficult to establish
for stiffened cylinders since the local p value usu_tlly is not the
s,_me in the longitudinal and circumferential directions, this requires
the use of some type of averaging techni,!ue. The two most prominent
techniques for this purpose are by Peterson in reference 45 and by
Almroth in reference 20. It is noted that the former method is specified
in the criterion of reference 11.
The effective thickness selected by Peterson bases the desired
equivalence on the geometric mean of the longitudin;'.l and circumferential
radii of gyration for the stiffened cylinder. Converting into the notation
of the pre_ent report, this leads to the expression
1/2
eff \/ A D22 (9-6
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or
1/4
Section 15.0 specifies the proper means for computing the elastic
constants AIj and D..13 to be used in this equation. In the interest
of ctarity at this tilue, it is pointed out that the D. computations1j
should not include the anttclastic correction (1-v 2) .
The effective thickness selected by Almroth [20] bases the desired
equivalence on a stiffened shell radius of gyration which considers the
arithmetic mean of the longitudinal and circumferential flexural stiff-
nesses. This leads to the expression
teff = I_ _/( DII + D22 /2 All (9-8)
(9-9)
where once again the D.. computations should not include the ""(1-v 2)
1j
correction. Equations (9-7) and (9-9) both reduce to t = t
eff
in the
special case of an isotropic monocoque cylinder. In addition, for
stiffened cylinders having Dll = D22 and All = A22 , equations (9-7)
and (9-9) will give identical results. For all other geometries, the
two approaches will yield differing effective thicknesses.
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The choice between the above two _n:thods mu:_t be somewhat
arbitrary in view of the lack of rigor in both. Therefore,
primarily in the interest of conforming with the criterion of
reference 11 it was decided to employ equ_ttion (9-7) in the pro-
cedures of Part II.
Once having used the appropriate R/tef f ratio to find a n,,_me_a!
value for F _ it then becomes necessary to dec_de upon the means by
which this correction should be injected into the stiffened cylinder
analysis. To shed so_,m light on this question_ reference ie made to a
presentation by Almroth [20_ o Assuming that the shape of the post-
buckling equilibrium path is of primary importance to this Lssue,
Almroth suggests that this shape be reflected in the way F is intro-
duced. In particular, the postbuckling curve is used to establish a
correctable fraction of the total theoretical compressive strength.
This concept is illustrated in the non-dimensional load-displacement
curves shown in Figures 24 and 25. As implied by these figures, the
postbuckling behavior of unstiffened and s_iffened cylinders may greatly
differ.
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11mroth's pt'opo.s(_l is (.h,,t ,,I I cylindeJ'._ al_i('h h_ve tlw sune
d
rat i o
it
b
(9-1o)
._ssuming the minimum pot_tbuckiing strength for isotropic cylinders to
ue zero, this approt_ch yields the f'o!lowin< ,.'xpres;sion t',)r the stiffened
cyl i nder_:
c_" _I . Ct, ] bllN
t
(9-11)
All of the N'.-_ i,. ih1._ _'_ll_.ttion _'t l'(:r t,) lhe stif'fened configurntion.
The formula l)l'osc_t,:_: b? Almt'ot.h In l'(,f_'_uce 20 i_, -_1 ightly more com-
pl ic.,ted beC,ttl._;, ' Ol I!I S -t_:4!lll_iIg[Oll th,tt the [nlnimtim i)ostbuckl i nff loiid for
\
isotropic c¢lil,,t_l'., l:_ .12 (Nx} i'il_:. ,:i1,)i¢.:(' _,,,_ t,,_.',¢'(l on _n earlier
\ 1CL
Almroth t-),_per [_6"!. tto_t, ver, ttoff, eL al. [,t7_ h;tv(., subsequently con-
series for the r:_di_tl disui:,.ce_0.c_It:; :;_gn_fi,:,_ntly low_,r> the i_sotropic
(:vl i n(ier
H.,N
[47] interpret th.,it' ,)_, resulle+ to imply "th,xt the. minim,t] value of the
pos._lt)le, is zt.r,, _'
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To properly apply equation (9-11), one must perform a post-
buckling analysis of the stiffened cylinder to establish the applicable
Nx) value. However, this is considered to be beyond the andsCO])_
HIN
degree of complexity intended for the methods of this report. Therefore,
as an engineering approximation, it will be assumed that (Nx_ for a
\ ! ,_!IN
stiffened cylinder is the wide-column strength (Nx) chosen as follows:
\ ]W C
Whenever the applicable slenderness ratio satisfies
use
Nx)w c 1CF_2Eta n (t) (9-13)X
_henever the applicable slenderness ratio satisfies
(+,.)< ) (9-1,1)
use
Nx) wc = CC
w
2
4CF_2E
(9-15)
These equations are applied to the wide column obtained by unfolding
the composite circulnr wall into a flat configuration, retaining e(luiw_lent
bound;lry constraint. Zquation (9-11) may then be rewritten _s follows:
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For the analysis of general instability (see Glossary), the entire
overall length L is used in equations (9-12) through (9-15) regardless
of the ring spacing a . In such cases1 the _Nx_ value will usually
\ ]_ gC
be small and its infulence in equation (9-16) will not be very sig-
nificant, ttowever, for cylinders which are stiffened only in the long-
itudinal direction, the situ;_tion will usually be quite different.
Although these structures still employ the overall length L in the wide-
column computation, the (Nx) component will usually comprise a ln:t.jor
\ / wc
part of the total compressive strength. The remaining possibility of
interest to thin report is the situation encountered in the analysis
of panel inst_btIity (see Glossary) in cylinders that incorporate both
lon!,_itudinal an(t circttmferenti:_l stiffening. In this case, ono is con-
cerned with the behavior of longitudinally stiffened sections that lie
between rings and the wide-column component is calcul:_ted by inserting
L : a into eqdati,.)ns (9-12) through (9--15). ileee again, the usual result
is that (Nx_ co,nprises a ma.ior portion of the total resistance to
\ /w C
instability.
The concept expressed in the form of e,tuation (9-16) furnished the
basis for the final equ_tions of Section 6.2.2. _s n-ted there, this
appcoach is cotlsistent with ti_e method originally proposed by Peterson
and l)ow _22q for the analy._i_ of lor:_itudinally stiffened cylinders.
In conclu_ien_ it is: not,_'O _)_:_+ th,._ f_.reg()ing discussion has been
confined to pure axial loading, and that equations (9-2) and (9-5) apply
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only to this case.
used to evaluate the correlation (knock-down) factor
as follows:
F = 1 - 0.731 (1-e "¢)
For pure bending, different equations should be'
F . These are
(9-17)
where
- 16 (9-18)
This formulation recognizes a reduced probability for the peak bending
stress to coincide with the location of an imperfection.
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